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A CASE STUDY OF THE MONOTOHE PROBLEM

l[~ .TUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

I. INTRODUCTIO:N

The value of music in education is no longer questioned.

Many of the foremost authorities of today assert that music,

in our puplic schools is no longer a luxury but a necessity;

that it should no longer be thought of as a "fad", but as a

regular subject of the curricula, entitled to as much atten-

tion as is given to the sciences, languages, or mathematics •

.Tohn Dewey has said: "Viewed both psychologically and

socially. the arts represent not luxuries and superfluities,

but fundamental forces of development. nl Alexander Inglis is

quoted as follows: "As one of the important means for the

utilization of leisure, for the expression of certain forms

of personal feeling, as an instrument deeply affecting emo-

tional tones of the individual and of groups, as an art

closely linked up with poetry, song, drama, the dance, and

other forms of aesthetic expression, as involVing all these

elements, music deserves'far greater attention•••• than

it noVi receives in most instances.,,2 In discussing the im-

portance of music in the junior high school, C. O. Davis

says: "Fundamentally, people live in their emotions; and

IDewey, .Tohn. 'Principles £[ Secondary Education of Monroe,
p. 579-580.

2inglia, Alexander. Principle.,p.2!. Secondary Education,
p. 630.
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no art has a more refining influence on the emotions than

music. ,,3

Much has been written concerning the distinctive char-

acteristics and objectives of the junior high school; con-

cerning the intellectual and emotional awakening of the

adolescent youth, who at this period of development more than

at any other, needs help in discovering himself in relation

to other members of his group. During this period of his

school career more than at any other time he is susceptible

to suggestions and influences, and forms habits which mayor

may not develop character, health, good citizenship, efficien-

cy, and a worthy use of leisure. Because of the unsurpassed

opportunity it affords for self-expression, for group cooper-

ation, for expression of the emotional sensibilities of the

adolescent, it cannot be denied that music is one of the most

important subjects in the junior high school curriculum. The

study of music affords a medium through which much can be ac-

complished toward the childts education along the lines of

.i character, good citizenship, a worthy use of lei sure time,

and participation in group activities.

Any subject, to maintain its place in the curriculum as

being worthy of serious study, must have real educational

3Davis, c. O. Junior High School Education, p. 270.
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merit, prepare the individual for society, or provide prac

tical value either vocationally or avocationally. The aims

of music instruction in the junior high school as set forth

in a report of the National Research Council of Music Educa

tion4 before the Music Supervisors' National Conference in

1921 are as follows:

1. To develop concerted singing in the direction

of mass chorus practice as well as to continue the usual

classroom sight singing and part singing.

2. T~ recognize the birth of new affective, emo

tional states in the pupils, due. to their awakening sense of

the relationships of human life and the emotional aspects of

these relationships; and to utilize the best of these qual

ities of feeling as agencies toward the re.enforcement and up

building Df fine and strong elements of character.

3. To articulate closely for the pupils, individu

ally and collectively, the musical interests and activities

of the school with those of their homes and their community.

4. To recognize and encourage the special interest

that pupils of this age have in the mechanism, technic, and

use of musical instruments.

5. To recognize and encourage special individual

4NationalEducational Association, De;partl1l.en~ of Super

intendenc~ Fifth Year Book, 1927, p. 321.
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musical d'apapilities as a feature of an avocational as well

aa a vocational stage of development.

6. To pay special attention to the diverging needs

of, the .voice·s of the pupils.

7. To strengthen and extend technical knowledge and

cUl?ability with reference to tonal and rhytlunic elements and

features of staff notation and sight singing.

8. To add to the appreciation of the formal ele~

ments in music an appreciation of the moods characteristic

of romantic and modern music.

Keeping in mind these aims as eXl;ressed by the national

Research Council for the Stu¢ty of ][usic Education, and the

advantages afforded to adoles.cence through the study of music,

it seems fitting that the slogo..n adopted by the ITlusic Super-

visor~t Uational Confel'ence, "Music for every child Emd every

child for music", Sllould also become the slogan of the junior

high school.

Granting the possibilities and advantages of the study

of music in the junior high school, the classroom teacher is

confronted with two ser~Qus problems. The first concerns the

difficulties encounterecl in dealing vd th the adolescent voice.

Thia.is, of course, most noticeable in the adolescent boy,

although the careful, competent teacher gives due consideration
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to the fluctuating voice of the adolescent girl 2.8 ~.'Tell.

Some vocal teachers advise an entire abstinence fro~ singinG

on the part of the boy vn10se voice is changing. Others recom

mend a moderate , careful use of the voice over a limited

range. The opinion of the wri ter, 1Jased on a number of years t

actu9.1 classroom experience v1i th the voices of junior high

school boys and girls, is that singing with only moderate

mIlount of effort, without strain, and over a range of tones

vihich can be easily attained, is helpfUl rathel' than h8,!'mf1J.l

to the adolescent (Jay. It serves to give him confidence in

himself which he could not acquire if he ceased singing alto

gether, and helps him to establish some degree of control

over his voice.

The second problem vl}1:ich the junior b.i::.;l1 school teacher

faces is that of the child '~'ri th no previous musico.l training;

the musically retarded child .who, during the ee.rly years of

his school life, was unfortunate enough to l)e enrolled in a

system in which little or no attention was paid to the 8u1)

ject of music. 3y the time he reaches the sixth grade he

probably has developed a feeling of self-consciousness "I'r11en

he attempts to sing, he lacks the melodic perception which

should be developed during the first three years, and 11e has

little interest in :groducing melody. Consequently he does

one of two things: he sits back and makes no attempt to take
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part in the musical activities of the class; or he sings
r

': along,' inexpressively, at a 10\''1 pitch of the cl1est ree;ister,

thus forming wrong vocal ha1Ji ts that develop vrhat we call the

"mollotone ll
.. With proper musical instruction practically all

monotones should be eliminated by the end of the third grade,.

but when melody has not been presented at the rigl1t time and

in the right way, these monotones become a problem to the

junior high school teacher, and in so far as she fails to

aVlaken some musical interest in these boys and girls, to that

extent does she fail to make the objectives of the junior

high school function.

The present study is the outcome of a consideration of

this problem. \TI1at can the junior hiGh school do for the

musically retarded pupil? .Can the so-called "monotone" in

the junior high school be cured to an al)preciable extent so

that he may be able to take part in the vocal activities of

his class and find a degree of pleasure in them? If so, what

methods and devices will secure desired results? Are there

any scientific reasons for the tendency toward monotonism?

Is there any relation between a child's aural capacity and

the tendency toward monotonism? How does the aural capacity

of the so-called "monotone ll compare with that of the musical

child? These c.re some of the c,;,uestions that vrere studied in

connection with the experiment conducted by the TIriter during
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the school year 1928-1929 at the SareJ1 Scott Junior High

School.

The study was oeGlu1 with u group of thirty-five pupils

who were unable to perform satisfactorily a sbnple voice test

which is used in all classes at the beginning of each semester

for the purpose of placing the voices in the singing parts to

which they a:ce best adapted. At the end of the first semester

ten of these pupils vrere promoted to the singing group on the

basis of achievement. During· the second semester four PUl)ils

withdrew from school to work, and one pupil withdrew on ac

count of sickness, leaving twenty pupils V~10 were in the

class for the entire year. The following case studies in

clude these tv;enty, and five of the ten who vvere promoted to

the singing group. It does not include any of those l)UI)ils

who withdrew from school. All tests that YJere used except

the tonal recognition test and the test for hearing distance,

were given to the entire group. The two latter tests were

given during the second semester, and therefore were not

given to the ten cases the,t were promoted to the sine;ing

group.
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II. CASE STUDIES OF TWENTY-FIVE MONOTONES

CASE I

Case I was an eighth grade boy, fourteen years of age,

having an I. B. of 130 according to the Otis Group Intelli

gence Test. l His scholastic standing was superior. His school

musical opportunity had been normal. His education had been

received in a system in which music was taught from the first

grade through the high school.

Envi~o~~ent and personal traits. He was an only child

of the family. His mother was dead, and he and his father

made their home with an aunt. Musical instruments in the home

were the piano, victrola, violin, and radio. His parent had

suggested that he take instrumental training, but thus far he

had taken no music lessons of any kind. He expressed a liking

for music~ and a preference for the "victrola appreciation"

phase of school music. He enjoyed band music most, and attend-

ed concerts whenever possible.

Scores Qa tests. He had a range of 14 tones, which was

3 tones above the median of the group, with a rank of 3.5.

There was a difference of 3.0 inches in the hearing distance

for the two ears, the dis~ance for the left ear being 36

inches, and for the right ear 6 inches. His average hearing

distance was 21 inches, giving him a rank of 8 in this test.

1
Note: All intell1~ence scores noted in this study are

based on the Otis Group Intelligence Test.
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This placed him above the median for the monotone group, Dut

his hearing distance was 6.5 inches less than the median es

tablished by the singing group. He scored unusually high on

the Seashore tests. His score on the test for the sense of

pitch w~s 100, with a rank of 1. On the test for the sense

of intensity it was 99, with a rank of 1. For the sense of

time his score was 99, with a rank of 1.5. For the sense of

consonance it was 100, VIi til a rank of 1. For tonal memory it

was 34, with a rank of 6. It should be mentioned here that

the norm established by Professor Seashore for each of these

tests is 50. This pupil also ranked 1 on the test for tonal

recognition.

Causes [£~ the tenden~ toward monotoni~~ in Case I.

Data in Case I seem to indicate three principal causes for

the tendency toward monotonism:

1. A defective sense of hearing in the right ear.

However, the high scores of the Seashore tests would seem to

indicate that this was not a determining factor in musical

capacity, although it might be an influence in vocal perform-

ance.

2. A combination of timidity and self-consciousness

on the part of the pupil.

3. A lack of individual singing experience.

Fractice in singing simple scale progressions helped to estab

lish self-confidence, and seemed to be of most benefit to
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to him. Case I was retained in the monotone class for the

en tire year.

CASE II

Case II was an eighth grade boy, fourteen years of age,

having an I. B. of 107. His scholarshilJ and achievement 'were

average. His school musical olll.)ortunity had bc~en below nor

mal. He had gone through the first five grades in country

schools, 1;v'"l1ere no musical training was offered.

Envirol1.mel)...i and 1)ersonal traits. He was the seventh

child in the family. Eusical instrv.ments in the hOLle were

the piano and victrola. His sisters played the piano, and

members of the fam.ily sometimes gathered about t~le piano 8"nd

played or sang together. His pGrents had never sugcested any

musical training for him. He e~cpressed a dislike for music,

preferred "victrola appreciation" v:ork to any other phases of

school music, and enjoyed jazz music best. He did not attend

concerts.

Scores on tests. He had a ran2e of 11 tones, with a

rank of 12.5. There was a difference of 6 inches in the hear

ing distance for the two ears, the distance for the left ear

being 10 inches, and that ~or the right ear 4 inches. The

average hearing distance was 7 inches, giving him a rank of

l8 in this test. This distance was 11.5 inches below the

median for the monotone group, and 23.26 inches below the

$ norm established by the singing group. His scores on three
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out of five of the Seashore te sts 'were normal or above. Hi s

score on the test for the sense of pi tcll Vfas 90, \yi th a rank

of 2. On the test for the sense of intensity his score was

91, with a rank of 9. On the test for the sense of time it

was 55, with a rank of 12.5. On the test for the sense of

consonance his score dro~ped to 24, with a rank of 14.5. On

the test for tonal memory his SC01'e was 0 j with a rank of

23.5. His rank in the tonal recognition test was 4.

Causes of the tendensy' t_oward monotonism in Case II.

Data in Case II seem to indicate that there vrere five con-

tributing causes for the tendency toward lilOnotonism in this

pupil:

1. A very dull sense of hearing.

2. A lack of capacity in two basic elements of

music j based on the record of his scores on the Seasho:ce

tests.

3. A lack of musical trainirlg in the primary grades.

4. A lack of interest on the part of the l)upil.

5. ~ lack of the power of concentration.~"11...

The experiment did not help this boy in vocal performance to

any appreciable ext.E:rit. Case II was retained in the monotone

class for the entire year.

CASE III

Case III was a seventh grade girl, twelve years of age,

having an I. B. of 131. Her achievement in scholarship was
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above average. Her school musical Opl)Ortuni ty was normal.

She had received her education in a system in which music was

taught beginning with the first grade.

Environment and pers0rr.al traits. She vvas the second

child in 'the family, and had one brother vlha played the vi 0-

lin. However, there were no musical instruments of any kind

in the home. Her parents had suggested that she take instru-

mental lessons, and she expressed a preference for the piano,

but thus far she had received no individual instruction of

any kind. She said she liked music, and gave as a reason for

not joining the glee club, the fact that her mother did not

approve. On several occasions her mother had expressed oppo-

sition to various extra-curricular activities of the school

on the basis of religious scruples. The pupil denoted the

"singing of songs ll as the phase of classwork which she liked

best, and expressed a special liking for band music. She did

not attend concerts.

Scores on tests. She had a tonal range of 14 tones,

which was 3 tones above the median for the group. Her rank

in this test was 3.5. There ,vas a difference of 17 inche s in

the hearing distmlce for the two ears, the distance for the

left ear being 10 inches, and for the right ear 27 inches.

The average hearing distance was 14 inches, giving her a rank

of 10 in this test. This distance was 4.5 inches below the
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norm established by the singing group. Rer scores were no1'-

mal or above on thl'ee out of five of the Seashore tests. On

tile test for the sense of pitch her score was 82, 'with a rank

of 3. On the test for the sense of intensi ty her score wa,s

56, with a rffi1k of 14. For the sense of time it was 70, giv-

ing her a rank of 9.5. On the test for the sense of conson-

ance it was 39, with a rank of 10. For tonal memory it was

22, with a rank of 10. In the tonal recognition test she

ranked 9.

Causes of tlle tendency tOwardmonotonism jn Case ~~.

The scores on the Seashore tests v[ould seem to indicate th8.t

this pupil's tendency toward monotonism was not due to a lack

of innate musical capacity. In the opinion of the vrriter it

was probably due to the following causes:

1. A sub-normal hearing capacity.

2.. Timidity on the p'art of the pupil, caused by

the repression of natural impulses.

3. Failure to participate freely in the musical

activities of the school, due to home influence.

4. An absolute lack of musical encouragement or

opportunity in the home.

The remedial measure 'which proved of most benefit to this

pupil was practice in singing the simple scale sequence.

Case III was retained in the monotone class for the entire

year.
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all grades in the system ~lich he attended.

parents had not sug-and banj o.brother played the piano

and although he had taken part in school musical entert~in-

having an I. B. of 109. Hi s scholarship iyaS average. IIi s

gested any m.usicc~l training for him. He did not like music,

school musical opportunity was normal. Music was taught in

Scores .2!.l tests. This boy' had a range of 8 tones, giving

ments, he did not enj oy taking part in them. HO'l:vever, he

Case r,V was an eighth grade l)oy, fourteen years of ace,

the opportlUli ty. He expressed a preference for the "victrola

said he would like to learn to play the drums if he were given

in the home. His mother and sister played the piano, and a

Environment and ~::.?o~al traits. He 'was the fourth in a

family of five children. There Yrel~e a piano and a victrola

apprec iati on" phase of schoo'l music, and el:.j oyed orche stra

group. There was a difference of 5 inches in the hearing dis-

21 inches, and that for the right ear 26 inches. His average

tance for the two ears, the distance for the left ear being

him a rank of 16. This was 3 tones below the median for the

Dlusic most. He attended some concerts.

was 6.76 inches below the norm established by the singing

this distance was above the median for the monotone class, it

hearing distance was 23.5 inches, with a rank of 6. Vnlile

group. His scores on the Seashore tests were considerably
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above nor!Il9-1 on three of the tests, and only slightly belo'w

normal on the other two tests. His score on the test for the

sense of pi tch was 73, vii tIl a rank of 4. On the test for the

sense of intensity his score was 91, vIi th a rank of 9. On

the test for the sense of time it was 99, with a rank of 1.5.

On the test f or the sense of consonance it was L19, vri th a re,nk

of 7.5. For tonal memory his score was 38, vIi th a rc:mk of

4.5. On the tonal recognition test he had a rank of 4.

Cause s of the _tendency: .t oYiCtrd rn.onot oni sm in Ca-:'3e IV.

;'::.ccordinc; to the scores made by this "boy on the SeaBl::,ol'e tests,

he seems to possess musical capacity to a degree alJove normal.

His averaGe he2,ring di stance is al)O\re the median of the fc3 rouP.

His ability to recoGnize tones is good. It vrould seeB th2,t

there is no really legitimate reason Yby he should be a mono

tone. A study of this parti'cular cC'use led to the follovring

conclusions 2,S to the catJ.ses this boy's monotonism:

1. A lack of interest in music.

2. Extreme self - c on sc i ousne s sand embaras Stlcn t

vmen attemptinc to sinG_

3. An cuttitude of contemlJt to'i'mrd the idea of

music for boys.

4. A limited tonal range.

5. A slightly sub-normal hearing capacity.

This boy's interest was a':rakened through listeninc; to records

of Stephen C. Foster's melodies. A degree of self-confidence
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was establ,ished by practice in singing simple scale progres-

sions and ~equences. With this confidence in his a1)i1i ty to

carry a tune, there crone also a chanGe of attitude tovre.rd

music in general, and while he did not become very enthusi:.',s-

tic, yet an awakened interest was noticea1Jle.

Case V vms a se~enth grade boy, eleven years of age,

having an I. B. of 164. His scholarship and achievement were

superior. His scllool musical opportunity vms normal, his edu-

cation having been received in .0. system in vnlich music was

taught beginning with the first grade.

Environment and £er80nal traits. He was the eldest in a

family of four childre11, and ViaS of .Jewish parentage. liusical

instruments in the home vvere the 1Jiano, vi 01 in I" mandaI in, and

guitar. There was also a radio. Both his mother a.nd father

played the piano, and his father also played the guitar. The

boy had had three years t instrliction 011 the piano, and he and

his father sometimes played together. The father showed an

unusually keen interest in the boy's education, and visited

the monotone class in order to become familiar with the work

and purpose of the class•. The boy expressed a liking for

mnsic. and gave as a reason for not belonging to the glee club

the fact that he "could not sing". However, he was accompan-

ist for the school orchestra. He liked both the "singing of

songs" and the n-rvi:ctrola appreciat ion" phase s of c lei,SS \Tork,
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and expressed a preference for orchestra music. He attended,

concerts wpenever he had the opport1ll1ity.. ,

Scores on tests. He had a range of 13 tones, with a rank
~~:..=.::::;. - ---

of 8. He scored above normal on four out of five of the

Seashore tests. On the test for the sense of pitch his score

was 73, 'with a rank of 4. On the test for the sense of inten-

sity his score was 8, with a rank of 22.5. On the test for

the sense of time it was 87, with a rank of 5.5. On the test

for the sense of consonance it was 84, with a rank of 2. On

the test for tonal memory his score was 69, with a rank of 2.

By the end of the first semester tl:.is boy had attained the

standard set ul! for promotion to the singing group, and so

was given the Seashore te sts only one time. :t1emoel's of the

c;roup W}lO were retained in the class fOl~ the entire yeaX' YTere

given the Seashore tests at ·throe diffel'ent times durinG the

year. It is qui te possible that had tll.is pupil been given

these tests age.in,. he might have increased his score on the

test for the sense of intensity, and perhaps even on the other

tests also. Because of his dismissal from the mo~otone group,

scores for other tests given durine; the second semester to

this group are missing in his case.

Causes of the tendency toward monotonism in Case V.

Just why should a boy with the ability and musical capacity

of Case V show a. decided tendency t01;vard monotonism, and how

'WaS this tendency overcome? There are perhaps two answers to
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the first Dart of this question:.

1:,.' A natural reserve on the :part of the Ilupil kept

him from using his voice to the utmost of his ability. Be-

cause he was una1Jle to produce melody s}?ontaneolls1y ana. 'wi th-

out conscious effort on his part, he felt that he could not

sing. He was afflicted vv'"ith the "monotone complex".

2. Music as tauGht in the primary [md intermediate

grades of most schoo1s·.is merely concert sinein3. There is

little or no opportunity for individual development of voices.

If this boy had been given indi~idunl attention and encourage-

ment o.1..11'ing the primary grades, he ,vToulcl proD8"lJly llO.ve come

to the j~nior high school with a singing voice instead of

wi th a voice inclined tovral'd L1onotonis:m.

Several impol'tant fe,ctol's helped to overcome the tendency

toward monotonism in Case V•. The atti tude of the lYupil vms

excellent, and he was i'Tilling to follo'w C),ll sucgestions Tilade

by the teacher. A conscientious practicinG of tone-111atchine:

exercises and scale })l'ogressions and sequences gave the DOy a

confidence in his voice, as well as helped his voco,l perfor.m-

ance. Cooperation 011 the part of the I)arents vms helpful.

The boy possessed a good vO.cal range of tones ,and a musical

c.a.paci ty above normal as indicated by score s me_de on the

Seashore tests.

CAZE VI

Case VI was an eighth grade boy, fourteen years of age,
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were above normal on three out of five of the 8es1.sho1'e tests.

This l:J8.S 1with a rank of 9.. ~-lnClles,

music best. He enjoyed orchestra selections most. He attend-

music fewer times per week in scl"ool than he was then haVing

wotl1d like to learn to play the' ba.nj o. He preferred to have

it, and he liked the "victrola. alJpreciation1t llhas e of school

.
having an 1-. B. of 117. Ris scholarship was averaGe. His

in the family. lJrusical instrlunents in the home vrere the :piano.

victrola, and banj o. His mother played the );.\i20110 I ancl his

Environment and I?.ersonal traits. He was the second child

s~~gested any instrumental traininG for him. He expressed an

SCOl"eS on teE:;ts. This 'boy had 8. ranGe of or;.ly Ll tones,

ed concerts occasionally.

indifference toward music in general, although he said he

sistei' :played the }liano cnHl the bEl"IIJ o. fiis parents had not

sc.hool musical opportunity was normal, in a system in vihich
,~

music was' taught 'beginning in the first grade.

a rs.nk of 23. There was a difference in the heD,ring distc':,nce

which was 7 tones belo'\Y the median for the CrouIJ I Giving him

for the two ears, the distance for the left ear being 23 inch-

ea, and that for the ~ight ear 16 inches. The average hea1'-

ing distance was 19.5

of 6.. On the t,est for the sense of intensity his se are was

inch above the median for the monotone group, but 10.76 inches

below the norm established by the singinG group. His SCOl~es

On the test for the sense of IJi tch he scored 51~ lsi th a rank
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'j 9"l, with a,rank of 9.. On the test for the sense of til';'le llis

score was 7p, iNith a r.s,nk of 7.5. On the test for the sense

of consonance it dropped to 18, with Q rank of 18. On the

test for tOl1.2>1 memory his score 'NO.s 28, YJith a reml.:: of 8.

His rank on the tonal recognition test VIas 2.

Causes of the tende~c.J:- towa:cd :m.onotonisrn in Ca)~ ~n.

Just why should. this [joy show a tendency tov'!C),rd nonotonisu?

In four out of five of the Seashore tests his scores were

a1)ove the median of the G:~:'oup. J30th hi~3 school 0lJl"JoI'turJi ty

end his home environl":ler~tY.'e:ce COTIducive to the ellC OUl'c<.:;cmcl1 t

of musical capacities .. Data in Caf3e VI indicEde that monoton-

ism was due to three co.uses:

1. h_ very liHited tOl1[tl r:'1,n[;e, "i,\.r~;.iC}l consisted of

only 4 tones. This may have been due to smile lU11G10"i,'m IJhysical

defect of the throat, or to D, lack of individual develol")l~leYlt

of the voice in the primary grades. At any To.te, tllis tOl1'-"','l

range was too n8,rI'OW to p:r:oduce" r:18lody s2>tisf'actorily.

2. The boy's ina1)ility to particilJate freely in

thesing~ng of sonss developed [Ul attitude of indifference

tOVle.I'd music on the )!cH't of tLis IHl})il.

Practice in singing simple scale pl~ogl'essions increased this.

boy's: tonal range to 6 tones, and his general int'2:"~est YIc.'"S

slightly better at the· end of the yeel' than it was E'.t the

beginning. but his: participati on in the 'Vocal }!hase of school
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music wasinot materially increased. by the eJ\..l.Je.riment. Case VI

was retained in the monotone class for the entire ye~r.

CASE VII

Case VII was an eiGhth grade sir1, twelve years of age,

having a,n I. B. of 152. Her scho1ar'ship and achievement "were

above averaGe. Her scho 01 nrusice,l 0I'Ilortl.mity was normL"ll.

Her educ2.tion had been received in a systeIil in Tihich music

was taught in all grades.

Environm~.Qt and personal trnits. She was t}le second

child in a family of four chil"dr-en. lrusic8,1 instrlunents in

the home were a }?iano, 8, vict:cola, cmd a ukulele. !IeI' mother

and si soter played the pie.no, 8.nd this pupil had toJ::en piano

Ie s sons f or a pel'i ad of six: mont11s. She eXl;,r'e s sed a likinG

fo:c music, and said s}le vTould like to le2o1'n to play the b2,nj a

and the saxaphone. She fel"t that she could not Sll"tG' She

enjoyed the vocal phase of class vTork best, and eXl)ref3Sed a

preference for band and jazz music. She atteHded sane concerts.

Scores on tests. She had a ranBe of 13 tones, with a

rank of 8. Her scores were lJelow normal on three out of five

of the Seashore tests. On the test for the sense of pitch

her sc are was 44., vvi th a J;ank of 7. On the te st f or the sense

of intensity her score was 93, with a rank of 6. On the test

for the sense of time it was 36, with a r2.nk of 17.5. On the'

t.est for the sense of consonance it was 0, \vi tIl a rank of 23 ..

On the test for tonal memory h~r score was 53, with a rank of

3.



and a preference for band music.

instrlUTIents in the home, a~1d he had had no instrument[!.l train-

VIII

tendency toward monotonisr.n:

1. The :pupil fa lack of concentration on the llrob-

Environment (3.nd personal traits. There were no !~lusical

1em of overcoming vocal difficulties. She WclS ltfliChty", and

was easily moved to tears if her efforts did not inunedieo tely

Case VIII was a seventh c;rs.cle l)oy, eleven ye[lrS of sge,

could not sing.

Cause,s of the 'tendency tow2.rd monot onism in Co.se VII.

Data in Case VII seem to indicate the follo~vinc C,:;.11ses of the'.

meet with success.

sequence in tune, and 'was promoted from the monotone cl,),ss to

22.

2. An idea, on the pon't of the I)U:pil, that she

Slow, careful Vlork in to:ne-mcl.tching exercises and in scale

progressions, sequences, and interval studies, helped this

girl mos.t in overcorning her tendency toward monotonism. By

the end of the first semester she was able to sinG a scale

the singing group.

school musico.l oJ.J1Jortuni ty i,yas norm2,1.

having an I. TI. of 120. His schoL"rship was average. His

ing of any kind. However, he expressed a liking fOT mucic,

Scores .2E.. tests•. This boy had a ro.nge of 7 tones, 'wi th

a rank of 18. This was 4 tones below the median of the Croup.
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There was ~ difference of four inches in the heQring distance

for the two,: ears, the distance for the left ear "being 22

inches, and that for the right ear 26 inches. His average

distance hearing was 24 inches 1 giving him a rank of 5 in

this test. While this was aiJove the median for the monotone

gl~oup , it was 4..26 inches 'beloy! the norm established by the

singing group. ne also scored below norDal in three out of

five of the Seashore tosts. On the test for the ~ense of

pitch b.is score wa'3 33, with a rank of 8.5. On the test for

the sense of intensity his score Wc"1,s 91 vv'i tIl a rank of 9. On

the test for the sense of time it was 70, vlith a rank of 9.5.

On the test for the sense of COJ::lson8,nce his score WES 24, YJith

a rank of 14.5. On the test for tonal :tl1(~mory it 'Has 15, with

a rank of 12.5. His rank on the test for tor,al recoGnition

was 4.

Causes of the j:.endenc,;z. to'wcJ,rd mor~otonism in C§l.se VIII.

Data in Case VIII indicate that the follo'wing four factors

contributed to the tendency to\"Tard monotonism :

1. A su"b-noJ:'m2.1 heaTinG ccq;,acity.

2. A sub-normal cap2,ci ty in the basic elements of

music, as ShOl'ffi by the sco!es on the Seashore tests.

3. A lack of musical environment in the home.

4. A timidity and a lack of self-confidence in

performance, probably ,due to an insufficient OJ1l0lmt of incUv-

idual help during the primary grades.



Practice i.1 tone-matching exercises, and in the singing of

simple scal;e seCluences hellJed this lJoy to attain a degree of

assurance thc,"t enal::J1ed hi111, lJy the end of the year to sil'.S c~

sequence '\rTi th a fair (ll";lOunt of accuracy. Case VIII was re-

tained in the mOl:otone class foJ:' the enti:L'e year.

CASE IX

Case IX 'was an eighth c;rade .1Joy, thiJ:teen years of age,

Hi s sc11001 musicai oIl:LJortuni ty had been normal.

Environment and 12ersonal traits. Thi s lJoy cam.e from a

very }.Joor family. The boy W8S cODllelled to help sUliJ!0rt the

fcunily by sellins lJE!,P81'S. The only instn.lment in tIle ilOr,le

was a harm.onica, ;;1hic11 the boy at tempted to lllay. He eXIJre fJ s-

ed 8. dislike for music, an(l ';7ished to have it feii"Jer times 0.

week than he was then he.ving it. He liked the "victrola

appreciation" phase of class work best, and e::cpressed a pref-

erence for jazz music. He attended artists' concerts wli.ich

were sponsored by his school.

Scores on tests. TIlis boy had a range of only 3 tones

at the beginning of the year. This was 8 tones below the

median "of the groulJ. His ,rank was 24.5. He scored below

normal in four out of five of the Seashore tests. On the

test f0r the sense of pitch his score 'WB"S 33, with a rank of

8,.5. On the test for· the sense of intensity hi s score was 25,

with a rank of 19.5. On the test for the sense of time he



'f made a scor,e of 75, with a l'ank of 7.5. On trle test for the
I
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sense of consonance his score vms 13, wi th a rank of 20. On

the test for tonal memory it was 12, with a rGnk of 15.

Causes of the tendency toward monotonism in Caf:3e IX.
---""-.....;....:;;.- --- -- _. -- - ---

Four factors ·seemecl to contribute as causes of the tendency

toward monotonism in the caf:Je of this 'boy:

1. A sub-norn~l musical capacity as S}lO~~l by the

scores on the Seashore tests.

2. An extremely limited vocal range.

3. A home environment entirely devoid of musical

encouracement.

4. A dislike for music, on the part of the pupil.

Three definite objectives Jere e,ttenDted ,?:ith this 1)oy.

First, an attempt was made to change his General attitude

to\vard music, by the use of records which Vfere pleasLClg 9.nd

within his understanding. Second, an attempt vms made to

overcome his feeling of disgust· at his ovrn efforts, and to

get rid. of his "monotone complex". EncOl.lrcJ.gement was given

for every tone sung in correct pitch. This seemed to spur

him on to better effort, and in a ffilort time exercises in

tone-matching and scale l1rogressi ons wi thin his ranee vrere

sung in tune. Third, by means of tone-matclling exercises,

scale :progressions, and sequential studies, his range W8.S

gradually widened., and·by the end of the first semester he

was promoted from the monotone class to the sinGing group.



piano, o:rgan, guitar, and violin, and a sister })layed the

said she would like to learn to play the violin. She enjoyed

This case was one of the most encouraginG of the enti~e group,

Case X was an eiGhth grade girl, fourteen years of aGe,

b.ecause of ,the seemingly insurmountable barriers at the 1)ecin-

ning. After his interest was aroused he showed a fine spirit

Her school musical opportunity had -been normal.

Scores ££ tests. She had a range of 8 tones, with a

of determination to overcome his difficulties, and this was

the home were the victrola and violin. The father Ijlayed the

Environment anc1. l?ersonal traits. Musical instl'1..u:nents in

having an I. B. of 121. Her achievement was above average.

kind of instrumental training, but thus far she had taken no

26.•

a factor of no small inwortance in the success of Case IX.

CASE X

ala, and that for the right ear being 16 inches. Her aver8.Ge

the median for the group and 14.76 inches less than the norm

rank of 16. This ~.'I]'as 3 tone s below the median of the croup.

privat~ music lessons. She expressed a liking for ~msic, 8~ld

piano. The parents had suggested that the PUljil take SOLIe

vocal and orchestral music most·. She attended concerts when

possible.

for the two ears, the distance for the left eO.r "beinG 15 inch-

There was a difference of but one inch in the hea,rine; di sta1Jce

hearing distance was 15.5 inches, which was 3 inches belo'l;[

,.



tIli s p'Ll_pil:

2. A limited vocal range.

27.

Her rank in the hearingestablished by.the singing group.

Causes of the tendency toward E10notonism in Case X.

distance te:st was 13. Her scores on th,e Seashore tests were

beloY{ normal on three out of' five tests. On the test for the

4. A lack·of self-confidence) and a feeling that

aense of pitch her score was 31, with a rank of 10. On the

3. A low capacity iri tonal memory as indicated by

it was 49) 'with a rank of 7.5. On the test for tono.l memory

1. A sub-normal hearing capacity.

with a rank of 5.5. On the test for the sense of consonance

of' 2.5. On the test for the sense of time her score was 87,

tributing to tlw- tenclellcy toY:arct l~;Ol-:otonism in the cose of

recognition test was 6.

test for the sense of intensity her score vvas 97, -vvi tIl 8. rank

her score was 7 J Vii tIl a rank of 16. Her ran.k 011 the tonal

she could not sing.

c.apacity to 11 tones. Practice on simrJle scale progressions

Data in Case X seem to indic2.te the follovrine; factors as con-

a score of 7 on the Seashore tonal memory test.

Tone-matching exercises served to increase this rrupil t s tOl1(:1.1

for efforts mades established a feeling of assurance that

and sequences) together vri tll .encouragement and cOl11l.iendatiol1
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th~ pupil: to improve to a noticeable degree in vocal

performance. She was retained. in the J1).onotone class for the

entire year.

CASE XI

Cas~ XI \ilaS an eiGhth grade 1Joy, thirteen years of age 1

having an I. :B. of 125. IIi s scholarship i;V2.S avero.ge. Hi s

5chool musical training had been normal.

Environment and ]er80n31. ~rait~. He was the eic;hth

child of the family, and both his mother and father were dead.

The boy made hi s home with an olde:c sister. },!usic2.1 instru-

ments in the home vrere a victrola ,c~,nd D, rD,dio. The lJoy had

had no instru.mental tra.ining of any lcind, lJut se,id he would

like to learn to play the cornet if he had the opportunity.

The phase of school music Yfhich appec'.,lecl l'i1Ost to him was the

singing of songs. He said he would like to have music more

often each week than he Wu,S then havinG it. He enjoyed jazz

music more than classical music. He sometimes attended con-

Score~.2£ tests. He hetd a rc1nc;e of 13 tones, with a

rank of 8. There 'was a diffel'ence of 7 inche s in t:18 {l.earing

distance for the two ears >, the distance for the left eC~.r

being 11 inches, and that for the right ea1' being 18 inches,'. ,

giving him an, average hearing distance of 1<1: .. 5 i:rlChes, '.'ri th a

rank. of 14. in this te'st. This was 4 inches lJeloVf the m.edian

of tne group, and 15.76 inches lJelovr the norm established lJy



the 5ingin~ group~ He scored below normal on four out of

five of the; Seashore tests. On the test foI' the sense of

pitch his score wc'J,s29, wi tll a rank of 11. On the test for

the sense of interisity he scored 87, with a rank of 11. On

the test for the sense of time his score vr,:1.S 32, 'lJ'rith a rank

of 19.5. On the test for tll.e sense of consonance 11.is SCOTe

was 18, with a rank of 18. On the test for tonal nemory it

was 3, giving him a rank of 20. His rank on the test for

tonal recognition was 12.

Causes of t1~e telldency to'viard monotonism in Case. XI.

Data in Case XI s11o\'J tl1.e followinG causes as contrilJutinc; to

the tendency toward monotoniSE1~

1. A sub-nOJ:.'mEtl hearing capacity.

2. A sub-normal musical capacity as shovm 1)y very

low scores on four out of five Seashore tests.

3. A poor musical enviromnent.

4. A lack of interes"t in music.

The vocal :performance of this boy was not increased by drill

to any appre9iableextent) althouc;h there seemed. to be a slight

awakening in his appreciation of music.

CASE XII

Case XII was a seventh Grade boy, twelve years of age,

having an I. 13. of 101. His scholarshilJ 3,nd achievement 1.;;rere

below average. His school musica.l O)l)Ortuni ty had been

normal.
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Environmen~ and personal traits. This boy was the fifth-_.... ,

child in a family of six children. Instruments in the home

were a violin andtronbourine. The father played the t~llbour-

ine. The parents had suggested that the boy le[:.rn to play

some instrument, but he had never had any private instruc,tion.

However, he had attempted to learn to play the cornet and the

baritone in school band classes, but said that he "just could

not learn to p1ay.t1 He expressed a desire to 1eo'rn to play

the banj o. He disliked school music, but said tha,t he 1ilced

the nsinging of songs" better than o~her phases of class work.

He expressed a preference for orchestra selections. He some-

times attended concerts.

Sc are s .2!2 _te s t s • He had a range of 8 tone s, with a rank

of 16. This was 3 tones below the median of the class.

There was a difference of 19 inche s in the hearing distc".l'lce

for the two ears, the distance for the left ear' being 32 inch-

es, and that for the right ear being 51 inches, vlith an aver-

age hearing distance of 41.5 inches, 1.;fhich WEl,S 32.5 inches

greater than the median for the group, and 14.76 inches above

the norm established by the singing group. His rank in this

test was 2. lie scored very low on all Seashore tests. On

the test for the sense of pitch his score was 20, with a rank

of 12. On the test for the sense of intensity his score was

36, 'vii th a rank of 16. On the test for the sense of time it

was 9, with a rank of 25. On the test for the sense of
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consonance it was O~ with a rank of 23. On the test for

tonal memory his score was a with a rank of 23.5. On the

test for tonal recognition his rEmk was 10.5.

Causes of the tendenc:L toward rnol1otonism in Case XII.

Data in C8.se XII indicate that the follo'wing conditions are

causes for the tendency towc:u'd monotonism in this p1..1.pil:

1. A limited tonal range.

2. A sub-normal I:.lusical capacity which \7aS so 10Yl

o..s to be c:..lmost completely lacking. Scores on three out of

five Seashore tests v/ere 0, o.nd· on the other t',-iO tests the

scores were considerably below the norm.

The expel'iment was not of noticee.ble benefi t to this 1Joy.

Case XII 'wo.s retained in the r:1onotone class for tlle entire

year.

CAi3E XIII

Case XIII W'?... s a seventh crnde boy, thirteen ye.:.n's of

age, having an I. B. of 09. His achievement vms avel'c:.ce.

Ris school musical oI-'portuni ty ha(l 1)een below norTIlO..l. He had

gone to school in the country durinG the first five years of

his school life, and had received no music2..1 train inc until

he entered the sixth grade.

Environment and :personal trai ts. There iJyas a piano in

the home which a sister lJlayed. The pcu'ents had sUGc;ested

that this boy learn to play an instrument, but thus fen' he

had received no ,instruraental lessons of any ldnd. He eX1JI'eSsed
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'; a. dislike for music ) although he said that he would like to,

learn to play the cornet if he were given the opportunity.
"

He wished'to have music a fewer number of times each week

than he was then having it. He preferred "victrola al)precia-

tion" work to other phases of school music) and enj oyed be,nd

music most. He had attended some concerts.

Scores on tests. This boy had a range of only 5 tones)

with a rank of 22. This was 6 tones less than the median of

the class. Therewo.s a difference of 1 inch in the hearing

distance for the two ears, the distance for the left ear

being 14 inches, and thC1t for the riGht ear being 13 inclles.

His average hearing distance W2~s 13.5 inches, vrhich was 5.5

inches below the medianfor'/the group, and 16.76 inches belay;

the norm established by the singing STOUp. He scored lJ.igh on

2 Seashore tests, but fell below nornul on the otheT 3 tests.

His score on the test for the sense of pi tell was 19, vri th a

rank of 13. ,On the test for the sense of ,intensity his score

was 93) with a rank of 6. On the test for the sense of time

it was 97, with a rank of 4. On the test for the sense of

consonance his score "vyas 18) with a rank of 18. On the test

for tonal memory it was 28, wi th a rank of 8. His rank on

the test for tonal recognition was 16.

Causes of the tendenc~ toward monotonism in Case XIII.

Three principal causes. seemed to factor in the tendency

toward. monotonism. in the ca:3e of this pupil:
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1. His hearing for both ears is sub-normal.,

2~ His tonal range is very limited.
"

'3. A natural timidity and backwardness, which kept

the pupil from attacking his ,problem of monotonism viTi th a

determination, and with a confidence that he could learn to

sing. He could match tones Going dovm, but had difficulty in

matching them Going up. This fu"ct was probably due to a fear

that he could not reach the tone, consequently he did not

make a great effort to overcome his difficulty.

The experiment did not help the vocal perfonnance of

this pupil to any appreciable extent. Case XIII was retained

in the mqnotone class for the entire year.

CA3E XIV

Case XIV was an eighth grade girl, fourteen years of age.

having an I. B. of 33. Since this score is based on the Otis

Group Intelligence test in which the understanding of the

English language plc:.ys an important l)art, and bece,use of the

fact that this pupil vms of foreign l)irth, the fairness and

the reliability of this particular score miGht be questioned.

HQwever, her general sch6larship and achievement were cOl1sid-

era.bly below average. Her school musicD,l opI' ortunity had

been below nor~hl.

Environment and })c:csorml J,rc.its. This J)ulJil was a for-

eign child of Syrian parentage. 13e sides havinG a very lovi

intelligence sco~e, she was exceedingly tiiilid iJ,ncl iJackw.s,rd.



There were p.o musical ins"trmncnts in tIle hon:e, 2.rld no enc our-

agement was :,given to the pupil by he:c paren'Gs. It mi:~)lt lJ8

noted here . that the e::eperience ot t11e supervi SOl' 0:1:' mus ic in

this city tenns to snow that as a rule ~ne 6yrian children in

the system are somewhat -below normal in musica.l c-apa..ci ty ana

achievement.

Scores .21l tests. She had a rnnge 0:1:" 12 tones. giving

her a rank 01' .il. There t12.S a difference of 4 inches in the

hearing distance for the two ears. the distance for t~e left

ear "being 19 inches. and that for the riCht ear being 15

inches. Her average heo.:r.:inc distance v'lcu3 17 inches. which

was 1..5 i·nches below the med.ian for the monotone class and

1.3.26 inches belo'vr the norm estal)lished by. the sint;inz grOll}?

Her rank in this test VJ'2.S 11. ',1ith the exception of the test

for the sense of consonance I "her scores on the Seashore tests

were low. On the test for the sense of }?itch her score was

1.7. "with a rank of 1.4. On the test for the sense of intensity

it was 1.6, with a rank of 21.. On the test for the sense of

time her score was 40. with a rank of 1.5.5. On the test for

the sense of consonance her score climbed to 66. with a rank

of 4. On the test for tonal memory it was ,5. with a rm1k of

17.5. Her rank on the test for tonal recognition v~,s 19.

Causes of the tendency toward monotonism in Case XIV.

The following were found to be contributing causes in the

tend.encytoward monotonism in Case XIV:



1. A sub-normal hG2"l'ing capacity.

2. A lack of linnate ElUsical capacity, especially

in the sense of toneJ. meuory and ir: the sense of tonal r'ecog

nition. This may be due p8,:ctly to inherited racial character

istics.

3. Poor musical training in the primary gl'c"cles.

4. A lack of musical enCO'l...ll'C'<..:;ement in the home.

5. .i\n extreme case of timidity on the pc:u't of the

6. A 10YI intelligence sc ore, vrhich kept her from

attacking her problems in the most efficient manner.

The timi-d.i ty of the pupil Vla3 overcome to some degree, but

her vocal performcmce vras not hell)ed to an appreciable extent

by the experiment. Case XIV was retained in tile monotone

class for the entire year.

CA3E AV

Case 'XV was a seventh er8"de boy, tVJ'elve years of ace,

having an I. B. of ll? Hi s scholarship c.~"nd achieveuent were

average. Hi s school musical opportuni t:"r had been normal.

Environment and personaJ trai ts.' l!'o one in the home of

this pupil played any instrument, although his parents had

suggested that he take some kind of instrllli1ental lessons.

The victrola was the only instrwnent in the home. The boy

eX!?ressed a dislike for music, although he said he would like

to learn to play the saxaphone if he were Given the opport~nity.
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It might be. mentioned that this boy had applied for member

shilJ in the glee club when he first entered the junior hiGh

school, but had been refused on accotmt of his tendency towGrd

monotonism. He expressed 8, preference for band I:.1Usic. He

attended concerts occasionally.

Scores on tests. This boy had a range of only 6 tones,

which \,,/as 5 tone s below the median for the Sroulj. Hi s rank in

this test vvas 20. There vras a difference of 4 inches in the

hearing diste,nce for U!.e tViO ears, the distance for the left

ear being 10 inches, and that for the right ear being 6 inches.

His averaGe hearin.:s distcmcevlD..s 8 inches, Yihich was 10.5

inches oelo'w the medie.n of the moriotone group, and 22.26 inch

es below the nora esteJJlished 1)y the sincinG group. His rank

on this test VIas 18. His scores on all Seashore tests VIere

below normal. His score on the test for the sense of pitch

was l6, ,vitll a rank of 15. On the test for the sense of in

tensity his score ViaS 1, vrith a rank of 25. On the teut for

the sense of time it was 36, with a rank of 17.5. On the

test for the sense of consonance his score was 31, v!ith a

rank of 12. On the test for tonal memory it was 5, giving

him a rank of 17.5. His rank on the test for tonal recogni

tion was 13.

Causes of the tendenc,X toward monotonism in Case XV.

Several causes s.eemed to c ontribute to the tendency towc),rd

monotonism in the case of this pupil:
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1. A sub-normal hearing capacity.

2. A tonal range vffiich was very limited.

3. A physical defect of some nature, vlhich caused

a constant huskiness in his speaking voice.

4. A sub-normal musical capacity, as indicated by

his scores on the Seashore tests.

5. A home environment vnlich was not conducive to

the stim~Qation of a musical interest.

It seemed almost impossible, 8.t the beginning of the

year, for this boy to nmtch tortes accurately. He used tones

of the chest reGister exclusively. Practically all that was

done for this boy during the entire year was in the way of

tone-matching exercises. J3y means of these exercises and

very simple scale progressions, his r<3,nge was increased to 10

tones, and by the end of the year he ViaS able to match the

upper tones of his range by the use of "head tl tones. This

was considered quite a victory· in this pcu'ticular case, al

though his vocal performance in the singing of songs was not

improved to any noticeable extent by the experiment. Case XV

was retained in the monotone class for the entire year.

CA3E .1.'VI

Case XVI was an eighth grade boy, thirteen years of age,

having an I. B. of 92. His scholarship was below average.

His school musi cal opportunity had been below normD.l. He

had receiIred the first six years of his education in a 81118,11
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town where ~usic was not taught. One year's work in the

jtU1ior high school constituted all of his musice..l training.

Environment and J2ersonal traits. Instruments in the hoae

were the piano, the victrola, a violin, and a radio. A sister

played the piano, and a brother l)layed the violin. His par

ents had suggested that this boy take some Idncl of instrumental

training, but thus far he had taken no lessons. He expressed

a decided dislike for music, and did not desire to learn to

play any instrULlent. He vlished to have music fe"lver tirn.es per

'tleek than he Vlas then having it.· He expressed a preference

for the "victrola appreciation" phase of school music. He

s.aid that ·he enj oyed jazz orchestra music most. This boy vras

interested in athletics more than in any other phase of his

school work. He had a feeling that music was a "s issy" sub

ject, and he did not wish to have anything to do with it.

Scores ~ tests. He had a tonal range of 14 tones, with

a rank of 3.5. There was a difference of 12 inches in the

hearing distance for the two ears, the distance for the left

ear being 7 inches, and that for the right ear being 19 inches.

His average hearing distance was 13 inches, ~nlich was 5.5

inches below the median for the monotone class, and 17.26

inches below the norm established by the singing group. His

rW..k on this test was 16.5. He made high scores on four out

of five Seashore tests.· On the test for the sense of pitch

his score was 14, with a rank of 16. On the test for the
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On the test, for tile sense of intensity his score was 93, with

a rank of 6. On the test for the sense of time it was 98,

with a rank of 3. On the test for the seDse of consonance

his score '\"laS 76, with a rank of 3. On the test for the sense
.

of tonal memory it was 74, ii'li th a rank of 1.' Hi s rank on the

tonal recognition test was 15.

Cause s of the tendency toward. Donot ani srJ.1 in Case XVI.

There were two in~ortant factors in the tendency toward mono-

tonism in this pupil:

1. His hearing.was sub-normal.

2. His assumed attitude toward music prevented his

achievement from being what it could have been according to

his musical capacity. His voice possessed a good range of

tones. His scores on the Seashore tests indicated that he

had an innate musical capacity above normal. However, he re-

fused to use this ability.

An attempt was made to arouse his interest by the use of

enjoyable records. Practice on tone-matching exercises and.

scale sequential studies improved his vocal performance no-

ticeably, but not to the extent that might have been possible

if the experiment had had the cooperation of the pupil.

Case XVI was retained in the monotone class for the entire

year.

CASE XVII

Case XVII was an eighth grade girl, fourteen years of



thus far she had had no private instruction. She expressed a

age, having an I. B. of 77. Her scholarship and achieveDent
t

were below average. Her school musical opportunity had been

normal.

Environment and personal trai ts. She -VV2.S the second in

a family of four children. Musical instruments in the home

Scores ££ tests. She had a range of 14 tones. IIer rank

The parents had suggested vocal lessons for this PUl)il, but

sical performance in the home was above average; the father

played a banjo, the mother played the piano, the brother played

a clarinet and a trrnnpet, and the sister played the violin.

the .glee club the fact that she hold received a poor grade in
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were the victrola, a violin, a trLrrnpet, and a clarinet. Mu-

liking for music, and gave as a reason for not belonging to

music. The phase of school music that appealed to her most

orchestra and vocal chorus selections, and attended concerts

was the "singing of Bongs H • She expressed a preference for

on this test vros 3.5. TI~ere was a difference of 3 inches in

when possible.

inches. Her average hearing distance was 49.5 inches, giVing

median for the group and 19.5 inches above the norm established

by the singing group. She scored very low on four out of five

the hearing distance for the two ears, the distance for the

left ear being 51 inches, and that for the right ear being 48

her a rank of 1 on this test. This was 31 inches above the

,,
~' .
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of the Seas~ore tests. On the test for the sense of pitch

her score wa~ 12, with a rank of 17. On the test for the

sense of intensity her score was 6, with a rank of 24. On

the test for the sense of time it was 59, with a rank of 11.

On the test for the sense of consonance her score was 0, with

a rank of 23. On the test for tonal memory it was 3, with a

rank of 20. Her rank on the tonal recognition test was 12.

Causes of the tendency toward ~otonism in C~ XVII.

There were seemingly two important factors which entered into

the monotonism of Case XVII:

1. A lack of musical capacity as indicated by the

low scores on the Seashore tests.

2. A lew intelligence score which prevented the

pupil from attacking her problems with initiative and judgment.

She was therefore unable to overcome her difficulties to the

physiological limit of her capacity.

The experiment was not of any noticeable benefit to this

pupil. Case XVII was retained in the monotone class for the

entire year.

Case XVIII

Case XVIII was an eighth grade boy. fourteen years of

age • having an I. B. of 78. His scholarship and achievement

were below average. His sahool musical opportunity had been

normal.

Environment ~ personal traits. The only instrument in
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average hearing distance was la inches, which was 5.5 inches

with a rank of 16. This was 5 tones below the median of the

Scores, .2.!l tests. He had a tonal range of only 6 tones.

less than the median for the monotone group, and 14.5 inches

14 inches, and that for the right ear being 12 inches. His

group. There was a difference of 2 inches in the hearing

distance for the two ears, the distance for the left ear being

"victrola a.ppreciation" phase of school music, and said he

this home w~s an organ, which was played by the mother. The

pupil did not like music. He expressed a preference for the

enjoyed violin selections most. He attended concerts sponsor

ed by his school. This boy was frail and in poor health most

of the year. He was subject to colds and to sore throat.

below the norm establianed by the singing group. His rank on

this test was 16.5. His scores on the Seashore tests were very

low. His score on the test for the sense of pitch was 9. with

a rank of 18. On the test for the sense of intensity it was

8, with a rank of 22.5. On the test for the sense of time

his score was 17, with a rank of 24. On the test for the

sense of consonance it was 24, with a rank of 14.5. On the

test for tonal memory his score was 3, with a rank of 20.

His rank on the tonal recognition test was 18.

Causes of the tendency toward monotonism in C~XVIII.

The following factors entered as causes of the tendency toward

monotonism in the case of this boy~



A combination of these factors could not be expected to

produce a singing voice. Careful drill on tone-matching exer

cises and simple scale progressions served to increase this

boy's range from 6 to 9 tones, but his vocal performance and

5. A low intelligence score, which prevented the

pupil from attacking his problem in the most effective manner.

1. A sub-normal hearing capacity.,

2. A very limited tonal range, which prevented

participation in the singing of school songs.

3. A la.ck of musical capacity, as indicated by his

Bcores on the Seashore tests.

CASE XIX

4. A meager musical environment in the home.
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participation in the singing of songs was not materially

benefited by the experiment. Case XVIII was retained in the

monotone class for the entire-year.

Case XIX was an eighth grade boy, thirteen years of age,

having an I. B. of 96. His scholarship was below average.

His sChool musical opportunity had been normal.

Environment ~ personal traits. A victrola was the only

musical instrument in this home. :Ho instrumental training had

ever been suggested for this pupil. He expressed a dislike

for music. and did not care to take part in any of the musical

activities of the school. He had no desire to play any instru

ment. He wished to have music fewer times per week than he

!"'
"

,
I'
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waa then ~ving it. He expressed a preference for band music.

He did not ~ttend any concerts. This boy was very quiet and

retiring, seeming even morose at times.

Scoret:! .E.!!. tests. His tonal range consisted of 10 tones.

giving him a rank of 14. This was just one tone below the

median. There was a difference of 5 inches in the hearing

distance for the two ears. the distance for the left ear being

14 inches, and that for the right ear being 19 inches. The

average hearing distance was 16.5 inches, which is 2 inches

below the median for the group, "and 13.76 inches below the

norm established by the singing group. On the Seashore tests

he scored normal or above on two out of five tests. On the

test for the sense of pitch his score was 0, with a rank of

22. On the test for the sense of intensity it was 83, with a

rank of 12. On the test for "the sense of time his score was

55, with a rank of 12.5. On the test for the sense of conson

ance it was 58, with a rank of 5. On the test for tonal mem

ory his score was 28, with a rank of 8. His rank on the test

for tonal recognition was 7.

Causes ~ the tendency toward monotonism in Case XIX.

Factors which entered most largely into the tendency toward

monotonism on the part of this pupil were:

1. A sub-normal hearing capacity.

2. A retiring temperament that amounted almost to

morosemess. This had probably kept him from participating in



year.

CASE XX

Case XX was a seventh grade girl, thirteen years of age,

having an I. B. of 72. Her scholarship and achievement were

below average. Her school musical opportunity had been normal.

Environment ~ personal traits. This pupil came from a

very poor family, and was the second in a family of ten child

.ren. There were no musical instruments in the home, and
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the musica~ activities of the prLmary and intermediate grades,

just as it ~ad done in the junior high school. Through lack

of participation in the music work, and on account of a lack

of encouragement of individual singing in the primary and in

termediate grades, this boy had become a spectator instead of

a performer. His tonal range was sufficiently wide to enable

him to produce melody. His tonal recognition was good. His

scores on the SeaShore tests denoted that he possessed some

musical capacity. The elements that seemed to be lacking in

his musical education were interest and participation.

This pupil's reserve, which was almost as detrimental to

his success as a refusal to attempt to sing would have been,

was the most difficUlt point to overcome in working with this

boy. The experiment was only partially successful in doing

this. Drill on tone-matching exercises, scale progressions,

and sequential studies were of most benefit to this pupil.

Case XIX was retained in the monotone class for the entire



absolutely po musical encouragement. The pupil said she liked

music, and that she enjoyed vocal and orchestral selections

most.

Scores ~ tests. She had a range of 13 tones, with a

rank of 8. There was a difference of 30 inches in the hearing

distance of the two ears, the distance for the left ear being

10 inches, and the distance for the right ear being 40 inches.

Her average hearing distance was 25 inches. This was 6.5

inches above the median for the monotone class, but 5.26 inch

es below the norm established by the singing group. Her

scores on four out of five of the Seashore tests were below

normal. On the test for the sense of pitch her score was 0,

with a rank of 22. On the test for the sense of intensity it

was 28, with a rank of 18. On the test for the sense of time

her score was 24, with a rank- of 22. On the test for the

sense of consonance it was 50, with a rank of 6. On the test

for tonal memory her score was 0, with a rank of 23.5. Her

rank on the tonal recognition test was 17.

Causes ~ the tendency toward monotonism in Case XX.

The data in Case XX would seem to indicate that causes of the

tendency toward monotonism were a combination of the following

conditions~

1. Poor hearing in the left ear.

2. A low intelligence score which prevented the
, .

girl from attacking her difficulties in the most intelligent

46.



CASE XXI
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manner.

Drill in the singing of simple scale progressions and sequen

tial studies were of most benefit to this pupil. Case XX was

retained in the monotone class for ~le entire year.

instruments in the home of this pupil, and he had received no

musical encouragement of any kind from his parents. He ex-

EnvironmeB! and personal traits. There were no musical

school musical olJ}?ortuni ty had been normal.

Case XXI was a seventh grade boy, twelve years of age,

having an I. B. of 104. His scholarship was average. His

3. Home influences which were not conducive to the

encouragement of music.

4. A lack of musical capacity, as indicated by low

scores on the Seashore tests.

pressed a liking for music, and said he would like to be a

member of the glee club. He also expressed a desire to learn

to playa horn if given the opportunity. He enjoyed orchestra

music most, and attended concerts when possible.

Scores £n tests. He had a range of 11 tones, with a rank

of 12.5. There was a difference of 6 inches in the hearing

distance for the two ears, the distance for the left ear being

36 inches, and that for the right ear being 30 inches. fiis

average hearing distance was 33 inches, which was 14.5 inches

greater than the median for the monotone class, and 2.74
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inches greater than the norm established by the singing group •

. His rank on this test was· 3. His scores on the Seashore tests

were all below nonnal. His score on the test for the sense of

pitch was 0, with a rank of 22. On the test for the sense of

intensity it was 25, with a rank of 19.5. On the test for the

sense of time his score was 28, with a rank of 21. On the test

for the sense of consonance it was 24, with a rank of 14.5.

On the test for tonal memory his score was 15, with a rank of

12.5. His rank on the test for tonal recognition was 10.5.

Causes £!~ tendency toward monotonism 1£ Case XXI.

Data in Case XXI seem to indicate the following causes as

factors in the 'tendency toward monotonism in this boy:

1. A lack of innate musical capacity as shown by

low scores on all Seashore tests.

2. A complete lack.of musical environment in the

home.

Drill on the singing of scale progressions and sequential

studies: were of most benefit to this pupil. Case XXI was re-

tained in the monotone class for the entire year.

CASE XXII

Case XXII was a seventh grade boy, thirteen years of age,

having an I. B. of 87. His scholarship was below average.

His sChool musical opportunity had been below nornlal. He had

attended school in the country where music was not taught.

When in the sixth grade he had moved into the system which he
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now attended. This had given him less than a year's training

in music before coming to the junior high school.

Environment and personal traits. There was a violin in

this home. which the father sometimes played. ~he parents

had suggested that the pupil take instrumental lessons of some

kind, but thus far he had not taken any. The pupil expressed

a liking for music, and said he would like to play the guitar

if he were given the opportunity. He liked to "sing songs"

and "listen to the victrola" better than other phases of school

music. He enjoyed band music most. He attended some concerts.

Scores ~ tests. He had a range of only 6 tones, with a

rank of 20. This was 5 tones below the median for the group.

There was no difference in the hearing distance for the two

ears, his being the only case in which this was true. The

hearing distance for each ear ·was 22 inches, which gave him a

rank of 7 in this test. This was 3.5 inches above the median

hearing distance for the group, but 8.26 inches below the .norm

establiahed by the singing group. His scores on the five

Seashore tests were below normal. His score on the test for

the sense of pitch was 0, with a rank of 22. On the test for

the sense of intensity it was 36, with a rank of 16. On the

test for the sense of time his score was 32. with a r~k of

19.5. On the test for the sense of consonance it was 39, with

a rank of 10. On the test for tonal memory his score was 15,

with a rank of 12.5. His rank on the test for tonal recogni-

tion was 8.
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Causes, of the t'endency toward monotonism in Case XXII.

The causes of the tendency toward monotonism in Gase XXII

seem to be found in the following factors:

1. A limited tonal range which did not permit of

free participation in the singing of melodies.

2. A sub-normal musical capacity as indicated by

low scores on the Seaahore tests.

3. Inadequate musical opportunity and training in

the primary and intermediate grades.

Practice in tone-matching exercises and simple scale progres

sions helped to increase this boy's tonal range from 6 tones

to 12 tones. His idea of the sequence of tones was also im-

proved by drill in simple sequential studies. However, his

participation in the singing of songs was not increased to

any great extent by the experiment. Case XXII was retained

in the monotone class for the entire year.

CASE XXIII

Case XXIII was a seventh grade boy, fourteen years of

age) having an I. B. of 100. His scholarship was below aver

age. His school musical opportunity had been below normal.

During the first three grades he had attended school in a

small country town where music was not taught.

Environment and personal traits. Instruments in the home

of this boy were the vi.ctrola. and the harmonica.. The father

played the har.monica.. Eo musical training of any kind had
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been sugge~ted for ~is pupil by the parents. The boy express

ed an indifference toward music, and wished to have music fewer

times during each week than he was then having it. He felt

that he could not sing. He liked the "victrola appreciation"

phase of school music best, and expressed a preference for

vocal selections.

Scores ~ tests. This boy had a range of only 3 tones,

with a rank of 24.5. This was 8 tones below the median for

the monotone class. The data for the hearing test is inc om-

plete in the case of this pupil. His scores on the Seashore

tests were all below normal except on the test for the sense

of intensity. On the test for the sense of pitch his score

was 0, with a rank of 22. On the test for the sense of inten-

sity it was 78, with a rank of 13. On the test for the s-ense

of time his score was 40, with a rank of 15.5. On the test

for the sense of consonance it was 0, with a rank of 23. On

the test for tonal memory his score was 0, with a rank of
':'

'1' 23.5-.

Causes £[~ tendency toward monotonism in Case XXIII.

Four ~actors seemed to enter into the causes of the tendency

toward monotonism in Case XXIII:
•

1. A very limited tonal range.

2. A sub-normal musical capacity as indicated by

low scores on the Seashore tests.

3. Inadequate musical training in the primary grades.
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4. A lack of musical environment in the home.
I

Patient practice of tone-matching exercises and simple scale

progressions helped this pupil to increase his tonal range to

11 tones. However, his vocal performance and participation in

the singing of songs was not improved to any marked degree by

the experiment. Case XXIII was retained in the monotone class

for the entire year.

CASE XXIV

Case XXIV was a seventh grade boy. twelve years of age,

having an I. B. of 139. His achievement was average. His

school musical opportunity had been normal.

Environment and personal traits. Instruments in this

home were the piano, a victrola, a violin, a saxaphone, drums,

a clarinet, and the radio. A brother played the violin.

This pupil had taken lessons-at various times on the piano,

the saxaphone, the drums, and the clarinet. He professed to

dislike music. However, he said he would like to have music

more often each week than he was then having it. He liked the

"victrola appreciation" phase of school music best. He enjoy

ed jazz music most. He attended concerts when possible.

Scores ~ tests. This boy had a range of 17 tones, with

a rank of 1 on this test. His scores on the five Seaanore

tests were below normal. On the test for the sense of pitch

his score was Q, witha rank of 22. On the test for the aense

of intensity his score was 36, with a rank of 16. On the test
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On the test for the senSe of time his score was 20. with a.
rank of 23. On the test for the sense of consonance it was

39, with a·rank of 10. On the test for tonal memory his

score was 38, with a rank of 4.5.

Causes of the tendency toward monotonism in Case XXIV •
.

Two important factors entered into the causes of monotonism

in Case XXIV:

1. A sub-normal musical capacity as indicated by

low scores on the Seashore tests.

2. The Umonotone complex".

The boy's mental state was perhaps his greatest difficulty.

He though~ he could not sing. He was self-conscious to a

painful degree. and it was mental agony for him to attempt

individual singing. However. this very condition seemed to

spur him to greater effort because he was anxious to secure

promotion from the class by the end of the semester. Early

during the first semester his voice broke. and he was encour-

aged to use it lightly and without strain or effort, in the

lower register. This seemed to make him more comfortable and

less self-conscious. Drill on scale progressions and sequen-

tial stUdies in this was developed a feeling of greater self

confidence, and by the end of the first semester he was able

to sing a s~ple scale sequence in tune. and waS accordingly

promoted to the singing. group •
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CASE x::tYl

Case XXV was an eighth grade boy. thirteen years of age.

having an I. B. of 130. His scholarship was above average.

His school musical opportunity had been normal.

Environment ~ personal traits. This boy was the second

in a family of three children. He said he did not like music.

and that he could not sing. However, he had at one time sung

in a church choir. There was a piano in the home, which a

sister played. His parents had suggested that he have some

kind of instrumental training, but thus far he had taken no

lessons. He said that he would like to learn to play the har-

monica. He liked the "biography,t and "victrola appreciation"

phases of class work best. He enjoyed jazz music. He attend

ed concerts sponsored by his school.

Scores ~ tests. He had- a range of 13 tones, with a rank

of 8. His scores on three out of five of the Seashore tests

were below normal. On the test -for the sense of pitch his

score was 0 with a rank of 22. On the test for the sense of

intensity it was 97. with a rank of 2.5. On the test for the

sense of time his score was 50 with a rank of 14. On the test

for the sense of consonance it was 0 with a rank of 23. On

the test for tonal memory his score was 15, with a rank of 12.5.

Causes of the tendency toward monotonism in Case XXV.

Data in Case XXV indicate the following factors- as causes of

the tendency toward monotonism in thi~ boy:



toward monotonism in a pupil, and these conditions may factor

. either singly or in combination. Some of these causes are

more generally prevalent than others. Causes most commonly

found among the cases studied were:

a. A sub-normal hearing capacity. Fifteen

'1
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1. A sub-normal musical capacity as indicated by

low scores on three of the Seashore tests..

2. A lack of confidence in his ability to sing.

This mental state seemed to be the boy's. chief difficulty.

His tonal range of 13 tones was sufficient for participation

in the singing of songs. Drill in the singing of scale pro

gressions.' and sequential studies helped to establish a feeling

of assurance in the mind of this pupil. By the end of the

first semester he was able to sing a sequence in tWle~ and

was promoted to the singing group.

A. CONCLUSIONS RESULTING FROM THE CASE STUDIES

Data secured from the study of the twenty-five monotone

cases in this experiment led to the following general conclu-

sions.:

1. Each monotone is an individual case, with its

individual differences and difficulties·. The treatment for

each case will therefore be an individual one.

2. Several causes may contribute to the tendency

out of nineteen ·pupils. .in this group were below the norm in

a.verage hearing distance as it was established in a test, by
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b. A lack of musical capacity, as indicated

by low scores on the Seashore tests. All pupils in the class

made scores below the norm on at least one out of five of the I

Seaanore tests. Twenty-two out of twenty-five pupils made

scores below the norm on two out of five tests. Eighteen out

of twenty-five pupils made scores below the norm on three out

of five of the tests. Capacity in all the basic elements of

music is not necessarily essential to vocal performance. But

in the cases studied the tendency toward monotonism seemed to

increase as the musical capacity as measured by the five

Seashore tests decreased. It was also found that the tendency

toward monotonism in pupils who did not possess any of the

basic capacities to a degree'approaching the norm, was much

more difficult to overcome than in those pupils who approached

the norm in the Seashore tests.·

c. A limited tonal range. Eleven pupils in

the group had a tonal range of 8 ,tones or less. The median

for the monotone group was 11 tones. A limited tonal range

will not permit of free participation in the singing of school

songs. It may be caused by some physical defect of the throat

~ote: The hearing dist~nce test was giyen during the
second semester. Therefore the five pupils- who were promoted
to the singing group were not included in the hearing test.
Data for this test is incomplete in Case XXIII, on account of
the pupil's absence from school at the time this test was
given.
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Which is beyond the 'control of the teacher. It may also be

the result of a lack of singing experience, and inadequate

musical training in the primary grades.

d. Timidity and self-consciousness on the

part of the pupil when attempting to sing.

e. A lack of musical environment in the home.

Nine of the twenty-five pupils in the class had practically

no musical encouragement in the home. In addition to these,

there were five homes in which the only instrument was either

a victrola or a radio.

f. A lack of individual singing experience.

g. A "monotone complex"; a feeling on the

part of the pupil that he cannot sing.

h. A lack of interest in music.

i. A lack of ,a normal musical opportunity in

the primary and intermediate grades.

j. A low intelligence score. This is a factor

in monotonism because it is only through the use of intelli

gence that problems of any kind are solved. The condition of

monotonism is a personal problem which the pupil himself must

solve. He must be able to understand what he is trying to do,

and then to select the most efficient way to accomplish his

task. "It is possible for a person, strong in other capaci-

ties. but with relatively low intellectual power, to assume

fairly important roles in music within restricted fields of
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desired results can be attained:

Musical thought is a specialization in• •

3SeaShore, C. E. The Fsych~logy of Musical Talent, p. 253.

intellect•••

Since each case of monotonism is individual, the remedial

activity; but ~le great musician is always a person of great

1. Segregation from the singing group.

2. An infinite amount of patience on the part of

dealing with the problems which arise in music. Although the

form and content of the thought are different, it requires the

same kind of logical grasp as in mathematics or philosophy. 11 3

individual needs of the pupil. However, the following condi-

measures used in the treatment must be chosen according to the

tions are essential in the treatment of all cases before the

of the pupil.

4. ~areful, accurate drill on helpfUl vocal

both the pupil and the teacher.

3. A willing attitude and cooperation on the part
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TABLE I

MonOTONISM IN TWENTY-FIVE MONOTOlffi CASES

FREQ,UEnCY OF CAUSES OF THE TEUDEnCY TOWARD

,
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ages ranged from eleven to fifteen years, the median age being

I I I . EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
-.;;...~=--

A. TECRNIQ,UE OF SELECTION

in order to determine the pitch and placement of the voices.

the basis of a voice-placing test which was given to all pu

pils of the seventh and eighth grades, and to ninth grade can

didates for glee club membership. This voice test consisted

of singing the ascending and descending triads in various keys

group. From an enrollment of approximately four hundred pu-

acy served as the basis for placing the pupil in the monotone

The experiment was begun soon after the opening of school

in September. The so-called ttmonotone class ll was selected on

twenty-eight were boys and seven were girls. The I. B.'s of

Failure to perform this test with a moderate degree of accur-

pils, thirty-five were classed as Itmonotones". Of these,

these pupils, according to the Otis Group Intelligence Scale,

ranged from 331 to 164, with a median I. B. of 104. Their

1
Note: The I. B. of 33 was that of a foreign child.

While there is no doubt but that her intelligence was loW, yet
the fact that the Otis Group Intelligence Test depends to an
extent upon an understanding of the English lang~age, may make
this score seem unreliable and unfair to the pup~l.

thirteen years, and the average age thirteen and three tenths

years. l~is data was compared with similar data for sixty

five pupils belonging to the glee clubs of the school, and it

was found that the I. B.'s> of the glee club pupils ranged from
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87 to 181, with a'median I. B. of 132. The ages of the pupils

belonging to the glee clubs ranged from eleven to fifteen

years, with the median age at thirteen years, and the average

age at twelve and eight tenths years. This comparison is sig

nificant in that it tends to Show that there existed a slight

ly retarded condition in the monotone group, both in respect

to the intelligence scores and chronological ages of the pu

pils, as well as in music.

Thirty-five pupils were considered too large a group to

handle at one time for experin1ental purposes, so it was divid

ed into seventh and eighth grade classes, with eighteen and

seventeen members respectively. These classes met during the

home-room periods each day, the seventh grade class meeting

during the morning period, and the eighth grade class meeting

during the afternoon home-room period. Home-room periods

were twenty minutes in length.

It Should be clearly understood that none of these pupils

was an absolute monotone. Absolute monotonisnl presupposes

tone deafness and ability to recognize and produce but one

tone. A careful and thorough testing of each pupil revealed

ability to match tones in ranges varying from two to seventeen

tones, with a median range of eleven tones.

The following is a table showing the range and rank of

each of the thirty-five pupils originally enrolled in the

monotone class.
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TABLE II
~-,
~'~~ TONAL RA1\fGE AND RANK OF PUPILS IN MONOTONE CLASS' ~

1

: =· · ·· • •Pupil · Rank · Tonal Range · Number of Tones• • •· ·• ·l.- ..---~-~ .... _---: 1 · btl to Dt · 17• ·2 ..... --- .... -------: 4 · aU to G · 14· •3.-------_... -_...... : 4 · at to Gt · 14• •4.--------._..._--: 4 at to Dt · 14•5.-------------: 4 at to Gt • 14•. · ·. • •
6.-------------~ 4 · ft to E' · 14· •
7.---------~--~:' 9.5 · gt to E' · 13• •8.-----_ ...-----_: 9.5 · e- to Ct · 13· ·9.-----:..--------: 9.5 · b- to Gt · 13· •10.---...... ------: 9.5 · ft to Dt · 13• •· · ·• · •11.---...........-----: 9.5 · b' to Gt • 13• •
12.---~--------: 9.5 · e t to C' · 13· •
13.---~--------: 14 · at to E' · 12• •
14.----~-------: 14 · f' to C' · 12• ·15.------------: 14 • b' to Ff • 12• •· •• •
16.~~----~~~~--: 17 · gt to C' · 11• ·17.-~--------~-: 17 · g' to C' • 11• •
18.---------~--: 17 • g' to C t · 11• •
19.~--------~--: 19 · b' to D' • 10· •20.-------------: 20 · e' to F · 9• •· • ·• • •
2~.- ........- .....----: 22.5 • C to ct • 8• •
22.--... ---------: 22.5 · C to Ct · 8• •23.• - ........_-_ .._--: 22.5 · g' to G · 8• •
24.-......----.......-: 22.5 • gt to G • 8· •25.------------: 25.5 • gt to F · 7• •

• • ·• • •26. ---_ ..,----- ..... : 25.5 · at to G • 7• ..
27 ... • ......·------ ... : 28 · b t to G • 6· •
2.8.---..--------: 28 · C to A · 6• •
2-9 ....------.......- .. -: 28 · at to F · 6• •
3-0. -----.. -. .......... -: 30.5 .. ft to C • 5• e-

· .. ·• • •31.------..-~--~: 30.5 • f' to C · 5• •
32 ........ -- .............-: 32 · E to A · 4• •
.33.--~~--------: 33.5 • at to C • :3• ·
34.-~- ..-~------: 33.5 .. b W to D .. 3• •
3·5 •.-"--- ...............--:. 35 · b t to C · 2• •
Summary---- -- --:. 35 .. aft to G' · 2 to 17• •· · • Median: 11 tones• • •
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Explanation: 'In the tonal range of pupils as given in
Table II,'e, D, E, etc. indicates the middle octave. Ct, Dt,
Et, etc. indicates the first octave above the middle octave.
C", DII, Ell" etc. indicates the second octave above the middle
octave. ,c', d t , e t , etc. indicates the first octave below
middle C. cit, d ll

, ett, etc. indicates the second octave below
middle c.

The, ability to match tones, of course, does not mean

ability to produce melody, and while it may seem inconsistent

to class a pupil as atmonotonell who possesses a vocal range of

seventeen tones, yet it should be kept in mind that these pu-

pils had practically no idea of sequence of tone.

B. GENERAL ATTITUDE OF THE CLASS TOWAPJ) :MUSIC

A£ter diViding the monotones into two groups, one of the'

first steps in procedure was to get an idea concerning the

general attitude of the pupils toward music, and concerning

their previous musical experience. Some general questions

were asked and answered as follows:

Question: Do you like music?

Answer: Eleven of them did not like music., Twenty-four

said they liked to listen to music but did not like to sing.

~uestion: Do you like to sing?

Answer: Twenty-six answered "No" to this question. .Nine

said "Yes." The next question was suggested by a pupil's

statement that he could not sing.

~uestion: How many think you cannot sing?
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Answ~r: Twenty-eight felt that they could not sing.

Q,uest~on: How many would like to sing if you could?

Answer: This question brought forth a divided response,

which in turn afforded an opportunity to explain the purpose

of the class. The ~eacher explained that the object of the

work of this class was to help them derive pleasure from par

ticipation in singing in a way that they did not now enjoy it.

From time to time various tests were given to detennine

to what degree if any, these pupils might possess any of the

musical capacities. Deyices and plans were used which might

tend to reduce the tendency toward monotonism and develop a

keener Sense of and an appreciation for melody. These tests

and methods will be described in detail in later chapters.
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home, fifteen had victrolas, eleven pianos, eight violins, two

,

one a druggist, one wished to enter the glass manufacturing

In answer to the question as to what occupation the pu

pil would like to follow, six warited to be aeroplane pilots,

five wished to become electricians, five engineers, two nurses,

IV., A SURVEY OF MUSICAL CONDITIONS AlTD TASTES nr- ---. ._._---_...- - ---
HOMES OF PUPILS IN 'urn IvIOHOTOl'ffi CLASS
_.- - - - .;;;.;.;;.;;;.;..;;;.;:;..:.:;.:= -..;;;;;~..;..

It was thought that it might prove interesting and help

ful to make a survey of the musical conditions and tastes as

they existed in the homes of the pupils of the monotone class.

A questionnaire, which had been prepared and used in making a

survey of the entire school along this line, was used and gave

tile following information: l

A. DATA SECURED. FHOM Q.UESTIONlTAIRE

business, one wished to become a dancer, one a teacher, one an

to enter the army.

In answer to the kind of instrUments there were in the

artist, one a baseball IJlayer, one a draftsman, and one Ylished

ukuleles, two french harps, two organs, two.banjos, one had a

trumpet, one a clarinet, and one a saxaphone. Four pupils

reported"'having no instruinent of any kind in the home.

IRote: Since the answering of the questionnaire for this
. survey extended over a period of several lessons, it was found
that nine of the pupils had been absent at various times, and
consequently some of the responses were incomplete. Hence the
seeming inconsistencies in numbers.
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the class had made no suggestion along this line.

their families gathered about the piano and sang or played to

gether. Eighteen ans'w"ered this question in the negative.

Parents of fourteen of the pupils had at some time suggested

that they ,take some kind of musical training. Thirteen of

these had suggested instrumental training, and one parent had

suggested vocal lessons. Parents of eleven of the pupils in

pupils played the french harp, one the banjo, one the violin,

one the piano, one the organ, one the ukUlele, and twenty-one

played no instrument of any kind. Seven said that members of

Twenty-one pupils did not like music when they were in

Seven homes had radios, and nineteen did not have. Two

the sixth grade. Five pupils said they did like music at that

time. Eighteen said they did not like music at the present

time, while eight pupils p~ofessed a liking for it. Five pu

pils said they would like to be members of the glee club, and

twenty answered this question ,in the negative. Reasons for

not being members of the glee club were given as follows:

eleven did not want to; ten said they could not sing; three

blamed low grades in music as the cause; and one pupil gave

as a reason the fact that her mother did' not apprmve of glee

club work. Six pupils said they would like to belong to the

school orchestra. Nineteen had no interest in this activity.

Eight pupils had taken part in school operettas or musical

entertainments at some time previous to coming to the junior
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high school. Sixteen had never taken part in anything of this

kind. Of the eight pupils who had taken part in some form of

musical entertainment, five said they had enjoyed doing so,

and three did not enjoy it. The question, "Do you ever hum,

sing, or whistle around home?" called forth an almost unani

mous affirnlative answer. Only one pupil answered this ques

tion in the negative.

Seventeen pupils said they would like to playa musical

instrument if they were given the opportunity to learn. Seven

said they did not wish to learn to play. Three said they

wotud like to learn to play the banjo, two voted for the saxa

phone, two for the cornet, two for the french harp, two for

the violin, one for the piano, one for the drums, one for the

guitar. one for the ukulele, one for the clarinet. and one pu

pil said he would like to play both the saxaphone and the ban

jo. Fifteen of these pupils said they would be willing to

practice one hour each day if they were given the opportunity

to study SODle instrument, while nine admitted that they did

not like to practice. Nineteen pupils had never taken private

lessons on any instrument. while five had had instruction ex

tending over periods of time ranging from six days to six

months. The instruments studied included the piano, violin •.

clarinet, drums. and harmonica.

Twelve pupils said they would like to have regular class

room music more often than they were having it; nine wanted it
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fewer t~eB per week; two wiShed the number of music periods

to remain as they were. (Two twenty-five minute periods per

week were given to regular classroom music.) When asked what

phase of class work they liked best, seventeen said. "victrola

appreciation "work; five liked to sing songs; one liked

written dictation; one liked to study the lives of composers;

and one pupil said that she liked all phases of the work. In

answer to the question. "What kind of music do you most enjoy?"

seven said. "band mus i c "; six answered, "j azz tI;. five said.

"'orchestra selections"; two liked "vocal music"; two said,

"vocal and instrumental ll
; one answered, "violin"; and one

said, "harmonica band".

The question, "Do you attend concerts given by artists

when they come to our city?" was answered "yes" by sixteen

pupils, and "no" by eight pupils. The large percentage giving

an affirmative answer to this question was probably due to the

fact that the junior high schools of this city sponsored a

series of concerts by artists during the year 1928-1929, plac

ing admission charges so low that practically every child was

enabled as well as encouraged to attend.

This survey seemed to be valuable in that data secured

from it led to the fol~owing information:

1. Musical performance by pupils of the monotone
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class was at a minimum.,

2. While some pupils frankly said they did not

like music, yet there was a notable expression of desire for

and of interest in music among members of the class.

3. The greatest amount of pleasure and interest

in this class seemed to be derived from work in music

appreciation.

j
, I

, I :
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v. 'TESTS USED IN THE: EXPERIMENT
--=~==;;..;:..

Eleven different tests were used in this experiment.

Six of these tests were standardized tests, and five of them

were simple tests devised by the teacher and used in this

study. ,Scores obtained from the voice test, the tonal range

test, and the tonal recognition test were based on the teach

er 's j udgmen t •

A. OTIS GROUP INTELLIGENCE TEST

The I. B.'s used in the study were the scores made by the

pupils on the Otis Group Intelligence Test. This test is giv

en at ~le beginning of each semester to all pupils entering

the junior high school, and a record of the scores of the pu-

pils is kept on file in the principal's office. It may be

mentioned here that in the, instance of Case XIV, the reliabil-

ity and fairness of this score seems rather uncertain due to

the fact that the pupil was of foreign birth, and also to the

fact that the use of the English language plays an important

part in the Otis Group Intelligence Test.

B. VOICE ALLOCATION TEST

The voice allocation test is given to the pupils in all

music classes at the beginning of each semester to determine

the allocation of the pupil's voice with reference to part

singing. It 'consists of the singing of the tonic triad,

"do, mi, sol, mi, do", ascending and deacending in various

,j
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keya. TJ;1is test was used to determine, on the basis of the

teacher's jUdgment, whether the pupil should be placed in the

singing group or in the monotone class. A reasonably satis

factory perfor.mance of this test placed the pupil in the sing

ing group; failure to meet this requirement placed him in the

monotone group. This test was given very carefully and thor

oughly. If the teacher had reason to suspect that the pupil

was not doing as well as he was able to do, he was given sub

sequent tests until there was a reasonable degree of assurance

that he had approximated the limit of his ability at that time.

In this way thirty-five pupils were selected for the experiment.

C. TONAL RAIl"GE TEST

This test is also given to pupils in all music classes

at the beginning of each semester. However, under nornml con-

ditions, the tonal range of the pupil can easily be noted at

the same time and in connection with the giving of the voice

allocation test. In the monotone group, however, it was nec-

essary to match with a neutral syllable such as "100", single

tones both ascending and descending from middle C, in order to

secure the tonal range of the pupil. In this way the range of

tones which each pupil was able to match was secured with a

reasonable degree of accuracy. It was found that the tonal

range for the thirty-five pupils originally enrolled in the

monotone class varied from two to seventeen tones.
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D. TUllE RECOGNITION TEST

1. Technique..Qf the Test. The ability to recognize

familiar tunes, and the ability to produce melody seem to have

no immediate relation to each other. However. we wished to

know to· what extent the members of this monotone group would

recognize two songs which they had heard many times during

their school life, and with which they should have been en

tirely familiar. A very simple test was accordingly devised

for this purpose. Slips of paper with a place for the pupil's

name, and the figures one (1) and two (2) written on them were

passed to the class, and the pupils were told that the teacher

would play upon the piano just a part of two songs that they

had heard many times since they had started to school. They

were told that the teacher would not play the song from the

beginning, but would probably begin near the middle and play

only a phrase or two. If they recognized the song that was

being played, they were to write the name opposite the figure

one or two as the case might be.

The songs selected were uAmerica. tt and "The Star Spangled

Banner tl • Both of these songs had been .sung in all regular

music classes during the~first few weeks of the semester, so

that the entire melody of both songs should have been very

familiar to every pupil in the class. The results of this

test were as follows: twenty-eight pupils recognized both

songs correctly. Five of these twenty-eight named the first
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song "~ Country -'Tis of Thee" instead of ItAmerica lt J but these

answers were given full credit because the recognition of the

tune was the point in question. o~ th .. ~
~ e rema~n~ng ~our answers»

(three pupils were absent on the day this test was given)>> two

recognized ItAmerica lt correctly but did not name the second tune;

one recognized '·The Star Spangled Banner II » but did not recog

nize "American; one pupil had the tunes interchanged. Thus»

93.75% recognized ".America" correctly; 90.6270 recognized

"The Star Spangled Banner"; and 87~ scored perfectly on both

parts of the test.

2. Conclusions. It is doubtful whether this test proved

anything of value concerning the monotone class. The songs

selected were such that unless the pupils had been tonally

deaf or absolutely without any tonal memory» they should have

been able to recognize bo-th songs. They had heard both songs

many times during their school career; they had heard them

several times in regular class work during the present semes

ter, and had participated in the singing of these songs as

well as they were able. It should have been a very easy mat

ter for them to recognize the songs correctly. Perhaps the

test would have been of more value if the selections chosen

had not been quite so familiar to everyone. However, it would

seem from tilis test that the tendency toward monotonism is not

necessarily accompanied by an absence in tonal memory; that

inability to sing does not mean inability to listen with at
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ation is increased by participation, but when participation

becomes void, the importance of appreciation to the individual

,I

i

i
I

. ~,,

becomes much greater. Therefore this phase of music merits an

important place in the junior high school, and should perhaps

be developed to a higher-degree for those boys and girls who

are not capable of participating in such activities as the

glee clubs, choruses, bands; and orchestras.

E. TONAL RECOGIITTION TEST

1. Technique of the Test. A device which was used quite

frequently and which was considered very helpfUl in compelling

aural attention on the part of the pupil, was that of a ladder

drawn upon the blackboard, with steps indicating the tones of

the scale. The syllable names were written upon this ladder.

High "do tt was sounded by the teacher and repeated by the

,
,l
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class. .Much time and care was given to getting the pitch of

the tone as nearly correct as was possible when a tone was

sounded in unison by the entire class. If there was a dis

crepancy in pitch in any part of the class, the tone was sound

ed by ~ll groups until the individual was discovered who

singing off pitch, and special effort was made to get that

voice into tune with the rest of the class. It often happened

that by the time the pitch was corrected for one individual.

some other member of the class who had previously sung correct

ly, developed a wrong tone, showing that it was impossible for

some pupils in the class to hold a given pitch in mind and pro-

duce accurately several successive tones on the same pitch.

When the pitch of "do·t was firmly established in the minds

of the pupils, the teacher Bang with the neutral syllable "100",

various easy scale progressions and intervals, the pupil point

ing to the corresponding syllable na~mes on the ladder. In
(

this way the pupil was compelled to think in ter.ms of pitch,

and to decide just how many steps higher or lower one tone was

than another. In regular class work this same thing is accom

plianed by means of oral dictation exercises, but when a child

has not been in the habit of thinking the pitch of a tone, the

device of the ladder is helpful in that it compels the pupil

to follow a definite movement up or down according to the

pitch of the tone. .The extent to which this device was hel:p

ful in securing desired results was shown by the fact that at
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the end, of the y'ear, according to the teacher's marks, 507; of

the class showed a decided improvement in the ability to recog

nizethe pitch of tones by means of this tonal recognition test.

The rank given to pupils on this test was based on their

achievement as indicated by the teacher's marks.

2. Correlation~ other tests. Correlations between

the rank of pupils on the tonal recognition test and various

other tests were made. It was found that this test correlated

more highly with the Seashore test for the sense of pitch than

with other tests given. The coefficient of correlation for

the tonal recognition test and the Seashore test for the sense

of pi tch was .59, with a P. E. of .102. This shows a fair de-

gree of correlation between the pupil's ability to recognize

tones and his ~ense of pitch, and also indicates a similarity

between these tests. The coefficient of correlation for the

tonal recognition and tonal memory tests was .381, with a

P. E. of .134. While this correlation is too low to be of

any real significance, it nevertheless indicates that the

ability to recognize the pitch of a tone and the ability to

remember the pitch of a tone are each dependent to a slight

degree upon the same capacity. The coefficient of correlatiDn

for the tonal recognition and hearing distance tests was found

to be .185, with a P. E. of .151. This indicates that there

is practica.lly no correlation between these tests; that the

ability to recognize tones is dependent upon a capacity
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different from that which determines the distance at which the

pupil is able to hear a sound. There seems to be an element

which enters into the ability to recognize a tone which is not

essential to the ability to hear a sound at a given distance.

The coefficient of correlation for the tonal recognition and

tonal range tests was slightly negative, being -.01. with a

P. E. of .156. This indicates that the ability to recognize

tones is in no way related to the ability to match tones. It

will be noticed that all correlations between this test and

other tests were of little significance. This may be accounted

for partly by the small numbers in the sronpling, and partly by

the fact that the various musical capacities are recognized as

distinct capacities, bearing little or no relation to each

other. l

DIAGRAM OF LADDER DEVIaE USED

IN TONAL RECOGNITION TEST

DO
TI-,--_....:.=-----
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lSeaShore. C. E, The Present Status of Research i~ the
Paychology .2! Music ~.~ University; of Iowa.. Univers~ty of
Iowa Studiea, Vol. II, No.4, p. 3.
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F. HEARING DISTAl{CE TEST

1. Technigu~..Q.[~ Test. Another test which yielded

same interesting and significant data was the hearing distance

test. This test was given for the purpose of establishing a

normal hearing distance for pupils who were known to possess

musical ability, and to make a comparison of the hearing dis

tance of the pupils in the monotone class with the established

norm. The test was given to a group of forty-three pupils who

were selected from the glee clubs. A test watch was used and

the distance at which the pupil heard the watch with each ear

was recordeQ. The average hearing distance for each pupil was

found, and the mean of these averages for the entire group was

used as the established norm for the hearing distance test.

The test was then given in the same way to the pupils of the

monotone group. The object of this test was to discover if

of monotonism.

2. Summary £! Data. It was found that the range of dis-

tance at which the singing group could hear the watch with the

theright ear was from 12 to 6~ inches, a range of 51 inches;

1
:1 possible whether there was any noticeable difference between

the distance at which the pupil who was known to possess mu

siCal ability could' hear the watch, and that at which it was

heard by those inclined toward monotonism. The test was used

with a ~iew toward establishing a possible contributi~g cause
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range for the monotone group was from 4 to 51 inches, a range
of 47 in,ches. It will be noticed that the lower limit of this
range for the singing group was 12 inches, while for the mono-

tone group it was 4 inches, giving the singing group an advan

tage of 8 inches. The upper limit of the r&1ge for the sing

ing group was 63 inches, while for the monotone group it was

51 inches, again giving the singing group an advantage of 12

inches. The entire range for the right ear for the singing

group was 4 inches better than that for the monotone group.

The range for the left ear for the singing group was from

12 to 86 inches, a range of 74 inches; the range for the left

ear for the monotone group was from 7 to 51 inches, a range of

44 inches. The lower limit of this range for the singing group

was 5 inches better than that for the monotone group. The

upper limit of the range gave the singing group an advantage

of 35 inches. The entire range for the left ear for the sing

ing group was 30 inches better than that for the monotone

group. The range of the average distance for both ears for

the singing group was from 12 to 70 inches, a range of 58 inch

es; for the monotone group it was from 7 to 49.5 inches, a

range of 42.5 inches. Here again the advantage which the sing

ing group has over the monotone class is quite evident. The

median for the right ear in the singing group was 28 inches;

for the monotone group it was 19 inches, showing a difference

of 9 inches in favor of the singing group. The median hearing

,:!
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distanc,e for the' left ear in the singing group was 29 inches;

in the monotone group it was 15 inches, Showing a difference of

14 inches in favor of the singing group. The average distance

at which the singing group heard the watch with the right ear

was 30.09 inches, while the average distance for the right ear

of the monotone group was 21.8- inches, again giving the sing

ing group an advant~ge of 8.29 inches. The average distance

for the left ear for the singing group was 30.4 inches, while

for the monotone group it was 19.8 inches, a difference of

10.6 inches in favor of the singing group. The mean of the
,
r· average distances for both ears in the singing group was 30.26

I' •
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inches',. with a median of 27.5 inches. The mean of the averages

for both ears in the monotone group was 20.8 inches, with a

median of 18.5 inches. In both the mean and the median of the

a~erage hearing distance, for both ears the singing group had.

an advantage qver the monotone group.

3. Conclusions.' The differences between the scores of

the 'singing group and those of the monotone group on this test

w9uld seem to indicate that the distance at which the pupil was

able to hear a given sound might be a factor contributing to

either a normal reproduction of musical tones, or to a condi

tion of monotonism. In this experiment the singing group ex

celled the monotone group in the range of hearing distance for

each ear~ in the medians of hearing distance for each ear~ in
i

the mean hearing distance for each ear, in the median for the
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average hearing distance for both ears, and in the mean for

the ave~age hearing distance for both ears. In every detail

of this test the scores of the singing group were considerably

better than those of the monotone group.

4. Correlation with other tests. With these facts before

us, the correlations between this test and others given in

connection with this experiment seem inconsistent. The coef

ficient of correlation between the rank of pupils in the test

for hearing distance and their rank on the test for tonal rec

ognition was found to be .185, with a P. E. of .151. This

would indicate that there is practically no correlation between

the ability to recognize tones and th~ distance at which a pu

pil hears a sound. It would seem that tonal recognition and

hearing distance are two distinct capacities, bearing no rela

tion to each other. The ranks for the hearing test were then

correlated with those for the Seashore test on the sense of

pitch, and the coefficient of correlation was found to be

-.134, with a F. E. of .002. From this correlation we must

again infer that the distance at which a pupil hears a sound is

not in any related to his capacity to recognize the pitch of a

tone. His ability to merely hear a soUnd at a greater distance

than another pupil, does not necessarily mean that he will

possess equal jUdgment in discerning the pitch of the tone.

The correlation between the hearing distance and the tonal

range of the pupil was also calculated, and the coefficient

'.
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was found to be '.21.3, with a P. E. of .149. This shows a
t

slight relation between the distance at which a pupil can hear

a sound and the range in which he can produce tones. but the

correlation is so low that it is of no real significance.

However, it is possible that with a larger group from which to

secure data, we might have a more significant correlation,

since in the groups tested the hearing distance for the sing-
o I~

~ng group was so noticeably better in every way than that of the

monotone group~ It would seem then. that the ability to judge

a tone and to distinguish pitch are distinct capacities from

that of hearing a sound at a given distance, and that these

capaoities are not/to any appreciable extent inter-related;

also, that there is some correlation between hearing distance

and tonal range, although in the groups tested tnis correlation

was not significant enough to warrant the statement of any

definite conClusions.
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TABLE III

RESULTS OF HEARING DISTMTCE TEST

GIVEN TO THE SINGING GROUP

== =•
:Average Median• ··:Median:Hearing · AveragePupil:Left E~~:Ri •ht Ear: : Ran e :Distance: Distance· ·· · 0-·1 ...--: 86 in. 54 in. :140 in.:55 in. : 70 in. · 27.5 in.·2.---: 74 in. 52 in. :126 in.:55 in.: 63 in. 27.5 in.3.---: 60 in. 54 in. :114 in. : 55 in.: 57 in. • 27.5 in.·4 ..... --: 63 in. 38 in. :108 in.:55 in. : 50.5 in: 27.5 in.5.---: 44 in. 56 in. :100 in. : 55 in. : 50 in. • 27.5 in.·0- •· ·G.. - .... : 35 in. 54 in. 89 in. : 55 in. : 44.5 in: 27.5 in.7 ......-: 50 in. · 34 in. · 84 in.:55 in. : 42 in. ) 27.5 in.· 0- ·8 ... -- .. : 33 in. 46 in. • 79 in. : 55 in. : 39.5 in: 27.5 in.•

9.---: 38 in. 36 in. 74 in.:55 in. : 37 in. · 27.5 in.·10.- .. : 37 in. • 36 in. 73 in. :55 in. : 36.5 in: 27.5 in.· · . ·• • •
11.--: 36 in. 34 in. 70 in. : 55 in.: 35 in. 27.5 in.
~2.-.. : 37 in. 31 in. 68 in. :55 in. : 34 in. .. 27.5 in ••13 ..... : 33 in. 33 in. 66 in. : 55 in. : 33 in. 27.5 in.
~4.--: 29 in. 36 in. 65 in. : 55 in.: 32.5 in: 27.5 in.
15.;"-: 33 in. 30 in. 63 in. : 55 in. : 31.5 in: ·27.5 in..

•
1.9.- --: 26 in. . 36 in. 62 in. :55 in.: 31 in. 27.5 in.•
17.--: 36 in. 24 in. 60 in. :55 in. : 30 in. 27.5 in.
18.--: 30 in. 28 in. 58 in. : 55 in. : 29 in. 27.5 in.
19.--: 30 in. 28 in. 58 in.:55 in. : 29 in. 27.5 in.
20 ..... : 32 in. 25 in. 57 in. : 55 in.: 28.5 in: 27.5 in.

·•
21.-- : 26 in. 31 in. 57 in.:55 in. : 28.5 in: 27.5 in.
22.- ... ~ 22 in. 33 in. 55 in. :55 in. : 27.5 in: 27.5 in.
23 ..... : 30 in. 24 in. 54 in. :55 in. : 27 in. 27.5 in.
24.--~ 26 in. 26 in. 52 in. :55 in. : 26 in. 27.5 in.
25.--: 20 in. · 30 in. 50 in. :55 in·. : 25 in. 27.5 in.•

·,
26.--: 25 in. • 24 in. · 49 in.: 55 in. : 24.5 in: 27.5 in... •
2·7 ...... : 23 in. 25 in. 48 in. : 55 in. : 24 in. 27.5 in.
28.--: 18 in. 30 in. • 48 in.:55 in.: 24 in. 27.5 in.•
29.--: 31 in. .. 15 in. 46 in. :55 in.: 23 in. 27.5 in.·30.--: 30 in. 16 in. 46 in. :55 in. : 23 in. . 27.5 in.•



TABLE III (Continued)

· · · :Average · Median· • · •· · · :Median:Hearing · Average· • · •Fu;pi1:Left Ear:Right Ear: RaI}ge :Range :Distance: Distance· . · ·• • · •31.--: 20 in. · 26 in. · 46 in. : 55 in. : 23 in. · 27.5 in.· · •32.--: 29 in. 16 in. 45 in. :55 in. : 22.5 in: 27.5 in.33.--: 26 in. 18 in. 44 in. :55 in. : 22 in. • 27.5 in.•34.--: 19 in. 25 in. 44 in. :55 in. : 22 in. · 27.5 in.•35.--: 18 in. 25 in. 43 in. :55 in. : 21.5 in: 27.5 in.
· ·• •36. -- : 21 in. · 18 in. · 39 in. :55 in. : 19.5 in: 27.5 in.· •

37.-- : 18 in. 20 in. 38 in. :55 in. : 19 in. · 27.5 in.·38. -- : 24 in. 13 in. · 37 in. :55 in. : 18.5 in: 27.5 in.•
39.--: 13 in. 23 in. 36 in. :55 in. : 18 in. · 27.5 in.·40. -- : 12 in. · 22 in. · 34 in. :55 in. : 17 in. · 27.5 in.· · •

41.--: 17 in. 16 in. 33 in. : 55 in.: 16.5 in: 27.5 in.
42.--: 12 in. · 16 in. 28 iri. :55 in. : 14 in. 27.5 in.•
43.-";: 12 in. · 12 in. . 24 in. :55 in. : 12 in. • 27.5 in.· . •

•
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TABLE IV

RESULTS OF HEMlING DISTANCE TEST

GIVEN TO THE MOlWTOlill GROUP

- .-· · :Aver8.ge · Median· · •· · · :Median:Hearing · Average• · · ·Pupil:Left Ear:B.ight Ear: Ra..!}£;e : Hang.!L_:Dist aDC~-1?.1.!3_t_a.!1 Ce· . . ·· . . ·1.---: 51 in. 48 in. 99 in. : 37 in. :49.5 in.: 18.5 in.
2.---: 32 in. 51 in. · 83 in. :37 in.:41.5 in. : 18.5 in.·3.---: 36 in. · 30 in. · 66 in. :37 in. :33 in. .. 18.5 in.. , • ·4.---: 10 in. 40 in. 50 in. :37 in. : 25 in. 18.5 in.
5. --- : 22 in. 26 in. .. 48 in. :37 in. :24 in. .. 18.5 in •• ···6. --- : 21 in. 26 in. 47 in. :37 in. :23.5 in. : 18.5 in.
7. --- : 22 in. 22 in. 44 in. :37 in. :22 in. 18.5 in.
S. --- : 36 in. a in. 42 in. :37 in. :21 in. 18.5 in.
9. --.;. : 23 in. 16 in. 39 in. :37 in. :19.5 in. ~ 18.5 in.
10.-- : 10 in. 27 in. 37 in. :37 in. :18.5 in. : 18.5 in.

·..
11.--; 19 in. 15 in. 34 in. :37 in. :17 in. · 18.5 in.e

12. -- : 14 in. 19 in. 33 in. :37 in. ~16. 5 in. : 18.5 in.
13. -- : 15 in. 16 in. 31 in. :37 in. :15.5 in •.: 18.5 in.
14. -- : 11 in. 18 in. · 29 in. :37 in. :14.5 in. : 18.5 in.·15. -- : 14 in. 13 in. 27 in. :37 in. :13.5 in. : 18.5 in.

16. -- : 14 in. 12 in. 26 in. :37 in. :13 in. 18.5 in.
17.--: 7 in. · 19 in. · 26 in.: 3 7 in. :13 in. · 18.5 in.· • ..
18.--: 10 in. · 6 in. · 16 in.: 37 in. : 8 in. · 18.5 in.· • ·19.--: 10 in. · 4 in. · 14 in. :37 in. : 7 in. · 18.5 in.· • ·

note: This test was given during the second semester,
and the table does not include those pupils who were promoted
to the singing group a~ the end of the first semester.

"
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TABLE V

A CO~~M1ISON O~ R)~QULTQ
~ ~u ~ OF RElillING DIST1~fCE TEST

GIVl!lN TO THll: SIlWIHG AND MOlWTOllli GROUPS

86. I
·1

=Singing .. .Monotone..
G!.oup .. Group·· ·· ·1. :number of pupils 43 19··2. .Hange of hearing distance for · ·• •the left ear · 74 in. 44 in.·

3. Range of hearing distance for · ·• ·the right ear .. 51 in. 47 in ••

4. Median hearing distance for
the left ear - 29 in. 15 in.

5. Median hearing distance for ;
the right ear · 28 in. 19 in.·

6. Mean hearing distance for
the left ear 30.4 in. :- 19.8 in.

··7. Mean hearing distance for ·•
the right ear 39.09 in: 21.8- in.

8. Range of individual pupils 24 in. to 14 in. to
140 in. 99 in.

9. Median range of individual
pupils 55 in. 37 in.

• .. .
10. Mean range of individual pupils: 60.53 in: 41.6 in.
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G. SEASHORE 1IIEASURES OF MUSICAL TALENT

, One group of interesting tests used in connection with

this experiment was that devised by ~rofessor C. E. Seashore,

and known as "Measures of Musical Talent". This series of

tests' consists of five double-faced phonographic records. il

lustrating the basic tests for the sense of pitch. the sense

of intensity, the sense of time, the sense of consonance, and

tonal memory.

The purpose in giving these tests to the monotone class

was to determine, if possible, to what degree these pupils who

could not sing, might possess some other phase of musical tal-

ent. Each test of the group was given to the class three dif-

ferent times dtITing the year: in December, in Marcll, and in

June. This \vas done in order that the physiological limit for

each pupil might to some extent be approximated. According to

Professor ~eashore, there are so many Itdifficulties or dis

turbances such as distraction, ignorance. and lack of power of

application It which may enter as a factor into the record of a

test. that it is not always possible to attain the physiolog

ical limit, which he calls the "bed-rock limit of a natural

capacity of this kind.~ll

It was considered that by giving these tests at three

lSeaijhore, C. E. ~ Psychology of Musical Talent,
Chapter II, p. 51.
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differe.nt times during the year, and using the highest score

made by the pupil in each test, that an approximation toward'

the physiological limit might be secured which would be near

enough to be of value to this experiment.

1. Summary £[ Data. The following is a summary of the

data secured from these tests. The range of the scores for

the class on all tests was surprising. On the test for the

sense of pitch the scores ranged from 0 to 100. The median

for this test was only 19, which is 31 points below the norml

established by Professor Seashore. The mean for the class was

29.28, which is also considerably below the norm. Six pupils

., or 24% of the class scored above the norm on this test, while

76% of the class made scores below the norm.

The scores on the test for the sense of intensity ranged

from 1 to 99. The median for this test was 78, which is 28

points above the norm. The mean was 58.76, which was 8.76

points above the norm. Fourteen pupils. or 56% of the class

made scores above the norm on this test, and 44% scored below

the norm.

On the test for the sense of time the class as a whole

again scored above the norm. The range of the scores on this

test was from 9 to 99. with the median at 55. The mean for

this test was 55.6. Fourteen pupils or 56% of the class

1 C E ~~-nual of Instructions and Interpreta-Seashore. • • ~ ttions for-Measures of Musical Talen •
~';;";;;;;.-.- -
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scored, above the norm, and 44% of the class made scores below

the norm.

The scores on the test for tonal memory ranged from

o to 74. The median for this test was 15, which was the lowest

median for any of the tests, and 35 points below the norm.

The mean for the class on this test was 20.4, which is 29.6

below the norm. Only three pupils or 19ro of the class scored

above the norm on this test, while 8~ made scores below norm.

Thus, in two of the five capacities measured, those of

time and intensity, the'class as a whole reached or exceeded

the norm; whereas in the three capacities of pitch, consonance,

and tonal memory, the class fell 31, 26, and 35 points respec

tively below the norm for the Seashore tests. 'When we consider

the scores of the individual members of the class, we find that

no one pupil made a normal score on all five of the tests.

Three pupils reached or exc.eeded the norm on four out of five

tests; four pupils reaclled or exceeded the norm on three out

of five tests; six pupils made normal scores on two tests;

six pupils made normal scores on one test; and six pupils

failed to make a normal acore on any of the tests.

,
i
i
I
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2. Conclusions. From this data we may conclude that musical

talent based on capacities measured by the Seashore tests was

not, as a rule, possessed to a nOl~al degree by pupils of the

monotone group. The data would also seem to indicate that

capa~ity in one measure of musical talent does not necessarily

predict capacity in other measures. Inability to sing does

not preclude a capacity to judge pitch, intensity, time, or

. consonance. Case I maintained an almost perfect score on all

tests except that for tonal memory. Six other pupils made un-

usually high scores on one test but scored low on the remain

ing four tests. This fact should lead to caution on the part

of the teacher of musIc in the junior high school in her judg-

ment of the ~usical capacity of pupils who cannot sing.

Inability to sing is not necessarily accompanied by inability

to appreciate music, and those pupils who cannot participate

successfully in the vocal activities of the school should not

be deprived of the opportunity for musical growth through the

channels of appreciation.



TABLE VI

CO].i!PARATIVE TABLE OF SCORES OF MONOTOlifE CLASS

ON FIVE SEASHORE MEASURES OF MUSICAL TALENT

91. j

'j

=:

~ Seashore Tests.... ~ Inten- .. :Conson- :Tona1.. • •
• Pitch sity .. : Time ~ ance :Memory· ···Range of scores :0 to 100: 1 to 99:9 to 99:0 to 100:0 to 74
: · ·• ·Median score 19 78 55 · 24 15·• ·• ..

Mean score '. 29.28 · 58.76 55.6 33.72 20.4· ·•·Number of pupils · •.. •
abo"e norm 6 14 · 14 6 3·~•
Fer cent of pupils ~·above norm 24 56 ~ 56 .. 24 ~ 12· • ·.. .. • ..• • • ·:Number of pupils .. .. .... .. •
below norm 19 11 .. 11 . 19 22..

~ .... ·Fer cent of pupils- • • .. ~ ·• • • • ·below norm · 76 · 44 44 • 76 88... • •

Note: The norm for each of the above tests, as estab-
lished by Frofessor Seashore is 50.
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TABLE VII

SCORES OF TWElIJTY-FlVE MONOTONES ON SEASHORE TESTS

GIVEN AT THREE DIFFERENT TIMES DURING TIm YEAR

92.
j
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TABLE VII (Continued)
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TABLE VIr (Continued)
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TABLE VIII

COMPARATlVE TABLE O:b' ENVIROlfMENT AND

PERSONAL TRAITS OF T~~TY-FlVE MONOTOllliS

i:r XXI ~Boy :12 104 :Average Fair
r XXII :Boy :13 87 :Below Av.:: Fair

XXIII :Boy :14 · 100 :Below Av. : Poor·XIV :Boy :12 · 139 :Average Good•
XY :Boy :13 130 :Above Av. : Good'

:Boy :14 130 :Superior Good :Normal :Good:Boy :14 107 :Average · Fair :Below normal:lndifferent·:Gir1:12 131 :Above Av. : Poor ::Normal :Good:Boy :14 109 :Average · Good :Normal : Indifferent·:Boy :11 164 :Superior · Superior ::Normal :Good·.. .. .:Boy :14 117 :Averae;e Good ::Normal ~Indifferent
~Girl:12 152 :Above Av.: Good :Nor~l :Good:Boy :11 120 :Average Fair :Normal :Good
:Boy :13 158 :Above Av.: Poor ::Uormal :Indifferent:Girl:14 .. 121 :Above Av. : Good :Normal :Good•

,1

:Attitude
: toward
: music

:Normal :Good
:.1:1 ormal :Indifferent
:Below normal:Indifferent
:Below normal:lndifferent
:Uormal' :Indifferent. .. .
:Below normal:Indifferent
:Normal :Good
~ormal :Indifferent
:N ormal :Indifferent
:Normal :Good

....
:H ormal :Good
:.l:3elow nonaal:Good
:Below normal:lndifferent
:l~ ormal :Good
:l~ ormal :Good

..·

:Home mu- :Musical
:sical op-:opportunity
~~ortun~tY:in school

......
-;--

: Scholar-
B. : shiJ?..·

· .· .

··
· .· .
:Sex :Age:I.

· .· •
:Boy :13 · 125 :Average · Fair· •
:Boy :12 101 :Below Av. : Poor
:Boy :13 · 89 :Average · Good· •
:Girl :14 33 .:Below Av. : Poor
:Boy .:12 .. 117 :Average Poor·.. ·.. ..
:Boy :13 92 :Below Av. : Good
:Gir1 :14 77 :Below Av. : Good
:Boy :14 78 :Below Av. : Poor
:Boy :13 96 :.l:3elow' Av. : Poor
:Girl:13 72 :Below Av. : Poor

I
II
III
IV
V

Case

VI
VII
VIII
IX
X

XI
XII
XIII
XIV
"A'V

YJTI
XVII
XVIII
XIX
XX

~lanation of terms used in.Tab~e VIII. .
"Good /I musical opporturn ty lD the home 1S taken to

mean that some instrument other than a victrola is in the
home. and that some member of the family plays that instrument.

ltFair ll musical opportunity in the home means that
the victrola or radio is the only instrument in the home.



"Poor'n musical opportunity in the home means that'.
there ~s no instrument or musical encouragement in the home.

IISuperiorll musical opportunity in the home means
that an unusual interest in music exists in the home. and
that the child is given ev.ery possible encouragement.

"Normal ll musical opportuni ty in school means that
the child has received his education in a system in which
music is taught in all grades beginnin~ vfith the first and
continuing at least to the high school.

"Below normal~ means that the child has attended
school in a system where music is not taught as a regular
sUbj ect.

.i
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T.AJ3LE IX

COIEPAI{ATIVE TABIE OF IlliGULTS G:F 'l'ES'l'S

GIVEE '1'0 UONOTOKE GnouJ?

· · SEASHORE 'r}1STS ·,. · ·Average :l!l.unber :l'Jumber · Vias :pupil·· Tonal hearing :above : bel O'W noticeably·Case .Hange distance -1n.q~ ; nOl'ma1___L-lle1ped?
· --·I :14 tones 21 in. · 4 · 1 Yes· ·II :11 tones 7 in. 3 2 l'loIII :14 tones 14 in. 3 · 2 · Yes· ,

IV · 8 tones 23.5 in. 3 2 Yes·V :13 tones ------ 4 1 Yes

VI · 4 tones 19.5 in. 3 2 · Yes· ·VII :13 tones ------ 2 3 Yes
VIII 7 tones 24 in. 2 3 Yes
IX 8 tones ------ 1 4- · Yes·X 8 tones 15.5 in. 2 3 Yes

XI :11 tones 14.5 in. 1 4 1'10
XII 8 tones 41.5 in. 0 5 lTo
XIII 5 tones 13.5 in. 2 3 Ho
XIV :12 tones 1'7 in. 1 4 lIo
XV · 6 tones 8 in. 0 5 Ho"

:A'VI :14 tones 13 in. . 4 1 Yes.
XVII :14 tones 49.5 in. 1 4 1:Jo
:A'VIII · 6 tones 13 in. 0 5 }To,
XL'{ :10 tones 16.5 in. 2 3 · Yes..
XX :13 tones. : ' 25 in. 1 4 Yes

XXI :11 tones 33 in, 0 5 Yes
XXII , 6 tones . 22 in. ~ 0 . 5 Yes· " ..
XXIII · 3 tones ------ 1 4 .No·XXIV :17 tones --- -~-- 0 5 Yes
XXV :13 tones. ------ 2 3 Yes
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VI · RE},TIIDIAL :fulETHODS AND MEASUPJDS

A. TRE REAL PUHPOSE O:P TESTING

, ,I
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time the pupil reaches the junior high school the habit has

become. fixed and is always difficult to overcome.

3. Timidity and backvlardness on the part of the pu

pil. Adolescent boys are especially self-conscious at the

sound of their voices in attempting to sing.

4. Defective hearing.

5. A sub-normal musical capacity.

6. A lack of musical environment in the home.

7. A lack of interest, due to the fact that the

child has never been successful in producing melody and has

probably never had any individual, special help in overcoming

his weakness along this line; consequently there is no inner

desire to produce melody. and if he attempts to sing at all.

his efforts are in low pitches of the chest register. He is

: :::. ~:; .". :::' ....
~ .... ... .t ' ......... .. ,' .. .. ...

allowed to continue thus until he has practically become a

monotone. and along with this condition he has developed what

might be called the ltmonotonecomplexlt. He becomes self-con

scious at the sound of his own voice when he attempts to pro

duce a tone. he almost enjoys the cultivation of a dislike for

vocal music, he feels that he will never be able to sing. and

he has no desire ever to do so.

8. A low intelligence quotient.
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C. CONDITIONS ESSENTIAL FOR Tlill SUCCESS

OF REMEDIAL MEASURES

Certain conditions are considered essential to the accom

pliahment of the most good in the shortest period of time.

Among these may be mentioned:

1. Segregation of those affected with monotonism

from the normally musical members of the class. The pupil who

knows he cannot sing will be much less conscious of his short-

comings when he feels that the other members of his group can

do no better than he can do. He will put forth a better effort

when he feels that he can do as well as other members of his

class.

2. There nlust be a willingness on the part of the

pupil to make a conscious effort to improve his musical habits.

He must become mentally awake to the suggestions of the teacher

for this improvement. Since monotonism is to an extent a psyco

physical condition, the pupil must consciously use his mind as

well as his vocal cords if he is to derive any permanent bene-

fit from his efforts.

3. There must be a feeling on the part of the pupil

that his efforts will-be rewarded with success. There must be

no discouragement or sense of failure enter the lesson. Even

though improvement may be almost imperceptible, conscientious

effort on the part of both teacher and pupil must eventually

bring its reward. Worthy effort on the part of the pupil is

,;
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as deserving of commendation as though such effort were accom

panied; by brilliant accomplishment. Success in imitation is

bound to fluctuate. The pupil who sang correctly yesterday

may only approximate a tone today. The boy or girl who has

been the despair of the teacher for many weeks may suddenly

surprise the entire group with a successful perforn~nce.

4. There should be an adequate mental capacity which

will insure the pupil's attacking his problem in an intelligent

way. The pupil who is mentally alive will probably show the

most marked improvement in correcting the fault of monotonism.

He will attack the problem of singing in tune with the same

kind of initiative that he uses in other classroom problems,

and will succeed in mastering it in much less tilne than the

less-intelligent members of the group.

5. There should be at least an approximately normal

musical talent in the five basic elements of music as measured

by the Seashore "Measures of Musical Talent". The results of

this experiment seemed to indicate that those pupils attaining

the norm on the tests for the senses of pitch, consonance, and

tonal memory were more successful in overcoming their tendency

toward monotonism than those pupils who did not possess these

basic talents to a. normal degree.

D. REMEDIAL MEASURES USED

The fact that the monotone class was made up largely of

adolescent boys. who frankly admitted that they did not like

II
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music~ made it seem advisable to devise some scheme which might

act'as an incentive to a supreme effort on their part. Promo

tionfrom the monotone class to the singing group was the plan

used. The test for promotion in this wa~' vms the singing in

tWle, without instrumental support, the following sequence:

do, ti, do; do, ti, la, ti, do; do, ti, la, sol, la, ti, do;

do, ti, la, sol, fa, sol, la, ti, dO; etc. This is merely the

singing of the scale step by step, returning to high "doll each

time. itA monotone case is considered cured for sChool purposes

when he can sing a melody accurately with others or with a

supporting accompaniment."l It was considered that the singing

in tune of this sequence both descending and ascending without

accompaniment, would meet an equivalent of the foregoing re-

quirement.

Some unison singing by the class was done each day. These

efforts were many times far from melodious and required much pa

~ient persevering. Method of procedure in this type of work

was as follows:

1. The singing of "do" in unison by the entire class.

The key of B-flat was found to be very satisfactory for all ex-

ercises for this class.

2. The singing of lido" by smaller groups.

lKern,. MaryR. ~Report on CQrrective Treatment of a Group,
of Monotones" / in Elementary School
~ournal, XXIII, .l97.

, ,
!
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3. The singing of intervals by class and individuals.

4. The singing of a simple scale sequence by the

class and individuals.

5. Occasional attempts at w1ison singing of simple

folk tunes.

The first four of the above steps really formed an exer

cise in matching tones, and an attempt was made to secure a

high degree of accuracy in performance. When the single tone

of high "do"was matched as well as possible at a given time,

the interval of the fourth was addeci to the tone "do u • This

is the simplest interval for the pupil to hear and to imitate.

Thus the class sang, "do, sol, doll. To this was added, "do,

sol, mi. cio lt
• It must not be thought that the ability to sing

these intervals was accomplianed in a short time. Drill on the

singing of these tones·extended over the entire year's experi

ment, and improvement in the unison singing of intervals was

gradual. An attempt at the singing of at least a part of the

sequence was also a daily exercise. Occasionally unison sing

ing of simple folk tunes such as the Stephen C. Foster melo

dies, was attempted. This afforded variety to the work, and

created a real interest in performance and a source of enjoy

ment to the group.

One of the difficult problems at the beginning of the ex

periment was overcoming the self-consciousness which was prev

alent. especially among the boys of the class. This was
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accomplished principally by means of two devices:

1. By allowing pupils in the class to imitate calls

given by each other. the object being to imitate the pitch of

the call as nearly as possibl~. The other members of the class

the~ offered criticisms as to whether the answering calls were

too high or too low. In this way they were given another op

portunity of jUdging pitch.

2. By ~lowing two pupils to go into an adjoining

room and having one call to the other with a neutral syllable,

(00-00), the second imitating the voice of the first as nearly

as possible with an answering call. The pupils remaining in

the c~assroom then guessed which pupil had called first.

Another helpful device for securing the use of head tones

instead of chest tones was having the pupils think the word

"high" while singing a-given tone, and sometimes even singing

the word "high ll on that tone. It was ~so found that the sug

gestion of thinking about-the high, floating movement of a

dirigib~e secured a amooth, high tone. In individual cases it

was found that sometimes stanaing on tip-toes seemed to help

the pupil to think and sing high. Other devices such as imi

tating whistles, bird-calls. bells, and various other high

pitched sounds, were found helpful.

By the end of the first semester it was found that ten

pupils had overcome difficulties and made considerable progress

toward singing in tune. Accordingly, such pupils as could sing

-,
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the simple scale sequence in tune without the help of a support-,

ing instrument. were promoted from the monotone to the singing

group.

E. THE VALUE OF THE EXPERIMENT

The question might arise as to whether or not such an ex

periment is worth while in the junior high school. Theoretic

ally we know that monotones should be practically eliminated

by the end of the third year. In public school systems where

music is given equal opportunity with other subjects of the

curriculum. this is an objective which may be attained. But in

many systems ideal conditions for music do not exist. All pri-

mary teachers are not capable of teaching music. and the writer

has even known of kindergarten teachers who could not sing!

Individual singing .is not given the attention it should

have in the primary grades, and so the child who has little

musical opportunity in the.home usually becomes a spectator in

the classro~ while his musically gifted classmates perform.

Were he encouraged to participate, and were he helped individ

ually to overcome his difficulties before they have become
.,

fixed habits, it is quite probable that he would not develop

the "monotone complex" - in the junior high school.

Monotone habits are much more difficult to overcome during

adolescence than they are during early childhood. Under proper

conditions, with much patience on the part of both the pupil

:,1
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and the teacher, and with a willingness to cooperate and to,

follow with conscious effort the sugges.tions of the teacher,

these monotones can be helped. It is possible to increase

and to strengthen their tonal range; it is possible to over

come their timidity and backwardness; it is possible to

arouse their interest; and it is possible to help them to en-

joy good music. These things were accompliShed in this exper

iment. It is not claimed that the experiment produced any

good singers~ But it is the conviction of the writer that at

least 64/0 of the pupils in this monotone group were materially

benefited either in vocal performance, interest, appreciation,

or general attitude toward music, as the result of this exper

iment. So-called monotones are not hopeless, unmusical child

ren. They can be cured. Monotonism should be thought of as

a disease, and in diagnosing the cases with which we have to

deal we should diacover and remove the causes if we would cure

the disease. Vlhen this is done there will be no monotone

problem in the junior high school.

: :
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